
ABSTRACT 
 
MAHONEY, KELLY M. The Effect of Upstream Convection on Downstream 
Precipitation. (Under the direction of Gary M. Lackmann.) 
 

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models have demonstrated a weakness in 

the ability to accurately forecast precipitation amounts downstream of strong, organized 

convection in the Southeast US. This weakness has also been communicated by 

operational forecasters, as past events have exhibited reduced downstream precipitation 

amounts relative to the model quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF), particularly when 

the upstream convection (UC) feature moves rapidly eastward. Conventional forecaster 

wisdom evolving from such events thus advocates reducing downstream QPF in the 

presence of UC. 

The purposes of this study are (i) to identify the physical processes by which 

downstream precipitation may be reduced or enhanced in the presence of UC; (ii) 

distinguish UC cases in which downstream QPF should be reduced from those in which it 

should be enhanced; (iii) understand why operational models are challenged to produce 

an accurate downstream forecast in these situations; (iv) identify synoptic settings 

associated with different types of UC events; (v) find ways in which human forecasters 

may anticipate and improve upon erroneous model forecasts; and (vi) investigate optimal 

model configurations for the representation of UC and downstream QPF. 

 A brief climatology of National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Eta 

model QPF error revealed that the UC problem is observed to occur in three relatively 

distinct synoptic settings, in which different QPF biases tended to occur. The three 

scenarios are based on the orientation and movement of the UC.  Scenario 1 (S1) is 

characterized by UC that is oriented parallel to mean flow, and the organized convective 



system propagates quickly eastward relative to the primary synoptic system in a direction 

perpendicular to flow. These cases were generally characterized by a positive model QPF 

bias. Scenario 2 (S2) features UC that is oriented parallel to mean flow as in S1, but that 

propagates slowly (or not at all) with respect to the primary synoptic system. It was 

hypothesized that in these cases a diabatically-enhanced low-level jet (LLJ) would act to 

enhance moisture transport ahead of the synoptic system, and these cases were therefore 

hypothesized to yield increased downstream precipitation amounts, albeit with smaller 

QPF errors. Scenario 3 (S3) is characterized by UC oriented perpendicular to flow, 

usually aligning with a coastal and/or warm frontal features. S3 cases were found to often 

transition into an S1 or S2 event. They were consequently treated as precursors to S1 or 

S2 cases and are not investigated in great detail here.  

Several potential physical mechanisms of downstream precipitation alteration 

were examined for each scenario. These physical mechanisms include (i) moisture 

consumption; (ii) stabilization of the downstream environment; (iii) alteration of lower-

tropospheric moisture transport through interruption (S1) or enhancement (S2) of the 

LLJ; and (iv) alteration of synoptic dynamics. 

 Two main case studies were undertaken to investigate S1 and S2. For the S1 case 

it was found that a high-resolution (4-km grid-spacing) convection-resolving forecast 

using the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model vastly improved the downstream 

QPF relative to the large overprediction of precipitation produced by the operational Eta 

forecast. Comparisons were made between the successful WRF run, analyses, and the 

erroneous operational Eta forecast. Errors in the low-level wind and horizontal moisture 

flux fields from the operational Eta forecast revealed that the delayed speed of the model-



forecasted UC did not permit an accurate representation of low-level moisture transport 

(physical mechanism (iii)), causing the model to allow too much moisture to infiltrate the 

downstream area, and likely contributing to the model overprediction of precipitation. 

The S1 case showed that despite excellent operational Eta forecasts of the placement and 

intensity of the synoptic system, errors in model-forecasted convective motion resulted in 

large operational QPF errors downstream.  

 The S2 case study revealed that UC does not always lead to a decrease in 

downstream precipitation. Potential vorticity (PV) diagnostics were used to demonstrate 

that the diabatic influence of the UC acted to enhance the low-level jet (LLJ) and increase 

moisture transport (physical mechanism (iii)). A quasi-geostrophic PV inversion showed 

that the diabatic cyclonic QGPV anomaly associated with the UC feature contributed 

significantly to the southerly LLJ preceding the convective line. S2 proved to be an 

important counter-example to the notion that UC generally reduces downstream 

precipitation, as this case study demonstrates a physical process associated with the UC 

that instead acts to enhance downstream precipitation. 

 The findings of this study may be helpful to forecasters in anticipating future UC 

events, as well as to numerical modelers facing decisions regarding what type of model 

run will yield the best results for future UC events. The results are further analyzed in the 

context of the ability of cumulus parameterization (CP) schemes to accurately represent 

convective movement, and the implications of such a shortcoming for UC forecasts. 

Future work in this area is suggested. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation  

 It is generally acknowledged that quantitative precipitation forecasting (QPF) 

remains a major challenge for both numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and 

human forecasters (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1995; Olson et al. 1995; Fritsch et al. 1998; 

Zhang et al 2002; Roebber et al. 2004). It has been further shown that the forecasting of 

convective precipitation presents even further complication and uncertainty (e.g., Wang 

and Seaman 1997; Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Kain 2004). 

 National Weather Service (NWS) forecasters in the Southeast US acknowledge 

that there are a number of aspects particular to that region that can make certain types of 

QPF particularly challenging. One situation in which QPF has proven to be a particular 

challenge is characterized by intense convection upstream of a given region that 

significantly increases or decreases observed downstream precipitation amounts relative 

to the NWP model QPF.  

 NWS forecasters have cited examples in which NWP model forecasts 

significantly overpredicted QPF in portions of the Carolinas and Virginia when 

convection was present south or southwest of the region. Several examples of this 

problem are revealed in the area forecast discussions (AFDs) shown in Fig. 1. In response 

to such cases, conventional forecaster wisdom has evolved such that NWP model QPF in 

the downstream area is often reduced by human forecasters. However, while many 

convective scenarios may inhibit downstream precipitation, some studies have found that 

other upstream convection (UC) scenarios may actually result in enhanced moisture 

transport to the downstream region, thereby increasing precipitation amounts (Whitaker 
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et al. 1988; Lackmann et al. 1998; Lackmann and Gyakum 1999; Lackmann 2002; 

Brennan and Lackmann 2005). Therefore, one aspect of this problem investigated in this 

study is the validity of the practice of reducing downstream QPF in the presence of UC. 

 This study analyzes events featuring UC in the Southeast US from an 

observational, modeling, and forecasting perspective, and examines the various ways that 

UC can affect downstream precipitation amounts. The main purposes of this study are to:  

(i)   identify the physical processes by which the downstream precipitation may be       

       reduced or enhanced in the  presence of UC;  

(ii) distinguish UC cases in which downstream QPF should be reduced from those      

       in which it should be enhanced;  

(iii) understand why operational models are challenged to produce an accurate 

       downstream forecast;  

(iv)  identify synoptic settings associated with different types of UC events; 

(v)   find ways in which human forecasters may anticipate and improve upon 

       erroneous model forecasts, and;   

(vi)  investigate optimal model configurations for the representation of UC. 

 The current chapter outlines the major hypotheses and important background 

research pertaining to this problem. Chapter 2 outlines the study methodology and details 

the tools used for case analyses, and two major case studies are presented in Chapters 3 

and 4. Chapter 5 extends the information taken from the case studies and focuses on 

forecasting applications, as well as providing a summary of the main conclusions and 

plans for future work.  
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1.2 Hypotheses - physical processes and primary scenarios 

 An initial perfunctory examination of several UC cases led to the general 

hypothesis that there are likely three characteristic “scenarios” in which UC can occur in 

a manner that impacts downstream QPF in the study region. Categorized based on the 

speed of movement and position relative to the flow, the convective system in each of the 

three general scenarios is hypothesized to affect its associated downstream environment 

in a different way. The possible mechanisms by which the downstream environment may 

be altered are listed below, followed by a description of each of the three scenarios. 

 

1.2.1 Mechanisms of downstream precipitation alteration 

While past events reveal that the downstream environment is often significantly 

altered by the presence of UC, the mechanisms by which this may occur remain 

undocumented. One of the main goals of this study is to determine the physical 

mechanisms or processes by which UC may affect the downstream precipitation field. It 

was hypothesized that in principle, each of the three general scenarios might demonstrate 

a different physical mechanism (or a different combination of mechanisms) responsible 

for the downstream precipitation alteration, and that QPF may also be related to a model 

inability to represent one or more given physical processes. Initial analyses of UC cases 

considered the following possible mechanisms:  

(i) Moisture consumption (removal of moisture prior to its transport into the 

downstream area) (Fig. 1.2) 

(ii) Stabilization of the downstream environment (elimination of instability in a 

way that reduces post-system convective precipitation, or leads to stable air being 
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lifted synoptically with reduced ascent, as opposed to the lifting of unstable air) 

(Fig. 1.3) 

(iii) Alteration of lower-tropospheric moisture transport through interruption (S1) 

or enhancement (S2) of the LLJ (Fig. 1.4) 

(iv) Alteration of synoptic dynamics (e.g., downstream upper ridge building via 

latent heat release (LHR), alteration of synoptic forcing for forced ascent) (Fig. 

1.5) 

In addition to the processes that occur in the observed atmosphere, the various 

problems that NWP models demonstrate related to convective systems and related 

diabatic processes are also examined. Those problems related to model representation of 

convection may include problems with the representation of convective system structure, 

intensity, and propagation -- all complicated issues to be discussed further in the 

background research section of this chapter. Section 1.3 will concentrate on those 

problems related to the representation of convection in models, due to the demonstrated 

inability of NWP models to adequately propagate convection and the implications that 

this poses to the UC problem.  

Diagnostics discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 identify the relative role of the 

potential processes of downstream environment alteration discussed above, in an attempt 

to determine which mechanisms tend to dominate in importance for a given scenario. 

Each of the three primary scenarios is outlined below.  
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1.2.2 Scenario 1 

 Figure 1.6 depicts a schematic of a Scenario 1 (S1) environment. In this scenario, 

the UC is oriented parallel to mean flow, and the convection propagates quickly eastward 

relative to the primary system, in a direction perpendicular to the lower-tropospheric 

flow. (The means by which events are classified into a given scenario will be more 

clearly defined in Chapter 2.) It is hypothesized that these cases would yield decreased 

downstream precipitation amounts relative to the model QPF. Prior to the S1 

investigation discussed in Chapter 3, any of the mechanisms (or combination of 

mechanisms) listed above were hypothesized to be possible candidates for affecting the 

downstream environment for this scenario as well as for being responsible for QPF 

errors. However, initial hypotheses pointed to moisture consumption (i), low-level 

moisture transport interruption via the alteration of the low-level wind field by the 

convection (iii), and numerical model error in convective system speed (v) as the most 

likely culprits.  

 

1.2.3 Scenario 2 

 Figure 1.7 illustrates the environment of Scenario 2 (S2). This type of event 

features UC that is oriented parallel to the mean flow as in S1, but that propagates very 

slowly (or not at all) with respect to the primary system. It is hypothesized that a 

diabatically-enhanced low-level jet (LLJ) could act to enhance moisture transport (i.e. 

mechanism (iii)) ahead of such a system, and these cases are therefore hypothesized to 

yield increased downstream precipitation amounts, particularly to the north of the surface 

warm front and along the cold front. 
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1.2.4 Scenario 3 

 A schematic of Scenario 3 (S3) is shown in Fig. 1.8. In a set-up such as this, UC 

is oriented perpendicular to the flow, usually aligning with the coast and/or frontal 

features1.  While most of the present study focuses on convection over or near the Gulf of 

Mexico, this same idea could also apply along the NC/SC coast with respect to 

convection that often forms along a coastal front in southeasterly (onshore) flow. In either 

location, S3 cases are hypothesized to show decreased downstream precipitation, likely 

as a result of interrupted moisture transport (i.e. mechanism (iii)).  

 

The following background research section will concentrate on organized 

convective systems and the problems related to the representation of convection in 

models, due to the demonstrated inability of NWP models to adequately propagate 

convection and the implications that this poses to the UC problem.  

 

1.3 Background Research 

 There are several areas of background research that are important to this study. 

Section 1.3.1 outlines how convection is organized and how convective systems move, as 

well as what important feedbacks may be significant in the UC problem. Section 1.3.2 

describes how convection is represented by numerical models, and the major challenges 

that arise in the modeling of convective systems. Section 1.3.3 discusses past research 

that has examined the role that a diabatically-enhanced low-level jet (LLJ) can play in 
                                                 
1 It is believed that the convection is usually active along a warm front, although formation along a 
“secondary front,” or a baroclinic zone located along the Gulf coast, has also been noted. 
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moisture transport, as this will become an important component of this study in later 

chapters.   

 

1.3.1. Organized Convection 

 Convective storms may be organized into three main modes: disorganized cellular 

convection, various types of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), and supercells (e.g. 

Houze 1993, Ch. 8, p. 268). In the present study, the structures of primary interest are 

MCSs, a broad category than includes almost any organized multicellular convective 

storm, from squall lines to mesoscale convective clusters (MCCs). In particular, this 

study deals with baroclinic cold-season cases that exhibit strong, organized forcing.  

 In general, an MCS is defined as a cloud system occurring in connection with a 

group of thunderstorms producing a contiguous area of precipitation extending 100km or 

more in horizontal scale in at least one direction (e.g., Houze 1993, Chapter 9). MCSs are 

usually organized as a result of characteristics relating to shear and instability, may be 

symmetric or asymmetric, and may exhibit a wide array of spatial orientations. For the 

UC problem examined in this study, the UC feature displays an organized structure of 

some kind, though the actual organization varies from case-to-case. Many studies have 

used a variety of diagnostic quantities such as CAPE, shear, and the bulk Richardson 

number to describe the character of the organization, or “convective mode” (e.g. 

Weisman and Klemp 1986; Bluestein 1993, see Tables 1.1 and 1.2).  

 For many of the cases examined here, the UC exhibited the structure of an 

organized squall line or a classic leading-convective-line/trailing-stratiform MCS. Texts 
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such as Houze (1993), Bluestein (1993), Houze (2004), and many others describe several 

of the fundamental elements of MCS structure: 

• The precipitation divides distinctly into a convective and stratiform region 

(Figure 1.9) (e.g., Houze 1993, Section 9.1.2.2) 

• The convective region contains intense convective motions that produce 

heavy, relatively-discontinuous precipitation amounts.  

• The stratiform region produces lighter and more uniform precipitation, and is 

due to a combination of the dissipation of older convective cells as well as a 

broader-sloping mesoscale layer ascent. 

 The fundamental differences between these two regions produce very different 

heating profiles, momentum budgets, and PV budgets, and therefore impact the 

surrounding environment quite differently (e.g., Braun and Houze 1996). As later 

sections will show, an important aspect of this study is MCS flow and propagation, as 

well as how MCS and environmental dynamics/attributes may impact the speed at which 

the system moves.  

1.3.2. Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) 

1.3.2.1. MCS downdraft dynamics  

The environmental flow in an MCS and its surrounding environment is important 

to the system movement, and in particular for the present study, how the downstream 

environment is affected. A trademark feature of the classic leading-line/trailing-stratiform 

MCS is its “rear-inflow jet,” a layer of low-θe air that enters the MCS from the rear below 

the trailing anvil cloud of the stratiform region and descends toward the leading 
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convective line.  Across the stratiform region the descent is gradual, but often accelerates 

downward upon approaching the convective region (e.g., Houze 2004, Section 4). 

It is generally believed that thermodynamic processes (i.e. cooling by 

sublimation, melting, and evaporation of precipitation) drive the descending rear inflow, 

though several studies have found that the primary cause may be dynamical. Some 

findings reveal that it may be that the mid-level rear inflow jet is instead a gravity wave 

response to heating that occurs in the convective region (Schmidt and Cotton 1990; 

Pandya and Durran 1996). Still other studies have shown that other important 

contributions to the flow do include microphysical feedbacks (e.g., evaporative cooling), 

which can strengthen, if not cause, the rear inflow jet (Leary and Houze 1979; Braun and 

Houze 1997).  Additionally, the presence of line-end vortices can also strengthen the rear 

inflow jet in a well-developed squall line (Skamarock et al. 1994), as can large-scale 

environmental flow that provides strong mid-level flow to the rear of the system (Zhang 

and Gao 1989).  

While the rear-inflow jet plays an important role in MCS maintenance and 

propagation, the branches of flow in the rest of the system are also of great importance to 

the way in which momentum is redistributed within the MCS itself, as well as in the 

surrounding environment (Houze 2004, e.g., Figure 1.10). It is outside the realm of this 

study to fully explore these processes, but because the stratiform region can span such a 

large area, the momentum redistribution associated with the MCS’s mesohighs and 

mesolows (not discussed, see Fig. 1.11) can significantly alter the large-scale momentum 

profile for the environment affected by the MCS. Potential implications exist for system 

propagation speed, as well as moisture transport in the surrounding environment. These 
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implications may be of particular importance in S1 cases, as models are likely challenged 

to accurately represent the fast-moving UC that defines these cases.    

 

1.3.2.2 MCS movement and propagation 

 MCS propagation2 can be attributed to a number of mechanisms; primarily, cold 

pool dynamics and gravity wave forcing (e.g., Houze 2004, Section 7). Traditionally, 

cold pool propagation (i.e. the interaction of a density-current-like cold pool with 

convective motions) was thought to be the driving force behind all MCS propagation 

(e.g., Newton 1950; Rotunno et al. 1988).  Cold pool propagation is simply the idea that 

upon arriving at the surface, negatively buoyant air (due to the diabatic cooling and 

precipitation loading that occurs in the downdraft) spreads out as a density current and 

forces conditionally unstable air ahead of the system upwards, past its level of free 

convection (LFC), thereby generating a new leading edge of the system. Rotunno et al. 

(1988) determined that a propagating system can be maintained so long as the horizontal 

vorticity generated by the advancing cold pool is just offset by the horizontal vorticity 

generated by the buoyant updraft cells forming at the cold pool boundary. This well-

known theory is often referred to as the RKW theory. However, Houze (2004) maintains 

that MCSs are large, complex systems, comprised of many convective cells arranged in a 

variety of ways, and therefore cold pool dynamics alone cannot account for all aspects of 

MCS propagation. Houze instead proposes that “layer overturning” (e.g., Fig. 1.12) must 

be part of MCS propagation theory, given a MCS’s dependence on organized deep-layer 

                                                 
2 “Propagation” is used here to describe the general horizontal motion of an MCS. Though technically 
propagation and advection are distinct processes, the terms will not be differentiated in Chapter 1. MCSs 
generally move via a combination of both propagation and advection, and in later chapters, the two ideas 
will be distinguished. 
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lifting, but acknowledges that such a theory offers no dynamical cause and effect 

relationship that would explain propagation. 

 Both cold pool dynamics and layer-overturning suggest that MCS propagation is a 

continuous process, though many observed systems instead appear to move in quite a 

discrete manner. Many studies (e.g., Doswell et al. 1996; Corfidi et al. 1996; Fritsch and 

Forbes 2001) have described this discrete movement in terms of vector addition, where 

the system motion is given by adding the large-scale environmental wind vector to a 

“low-level jet” vector, effectively moving the system toward higher-θe air (e.g., Fig. 

1.13). The dynamical explanation for discrete propagation can be explained using another 

popular theory – gravity wave theory, sometimes referred to as that of Thorpe, Miller, 

and Moncrieff (1982) (TMM), though a number of other studies have also examined this 

idea (e.g., Houze 1977; Fortune 1980; Houze and Betts 1981; Crook and Moncrieff 1988; 

Stoelinga 2003). Crook and Moncrieff (1988) found that a squall line can be initiated or 

maintained by an external forcing mechanism provided that the forcing mechanism 

provides a linearly-oriented and persistent region of lifting capable of initiating new 

convective updrafts. In their study, they used a model-simulated gravity-wave to illustrate 

the possibility that diabatic cooling and precipitation loading were less necessary to MCS 

maintenance relative to the external forcing due to the gravity wave. Yang and Houze 

(1995) also proposed that gravity waves explained the cellular nature of MCSs, 

suggesting that new cells are formed via gravity waves due to the gust front updraft. 

More recently, Carbone et al. (2002) found that the propagation speed of major 

convective systems is often not fully accounted for by large-scale forcing or advection by 

“steering winds.” That study speculated that wavelike mechanisms (in either the free 
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troposphere and/or the planetary boundary layer (PBL)) were fundamental contributors to 

the observed rates of motion. However, gravity wave propagation theory begs an 

important question regarding the origin of the gravity wave itself: does the MCS generate 

the wave, or does the wave originate from some other cause and only later become linked 

to the MCS? This question remains to be solved.  

 Along the lines of the gravity wave argument, there also exists a considerable 

amount of research that uses idealized model simulations to explore MCS propagation. 

Lin et al. (1998) examined cell development and propagation in a 2D storm simulation, 

finding that two distinct modes described the system: a growing mode and a propagating 

mode. It their study it was found that the propagating mode did exhibit gravity wave 

properties. A follow-up study (Lin and Joyce 2001) performed a series of sensitivity tests 

that showed that an advection mechanism is responsible for cell regeneration, and a 

gravity wave mechanism is responsible for cell propagation within the storm. Raymond 

and Jiang (1990) also used an idealized model to examine the maintenance of long-lived 

MCSs. Their results show that LHR, evaporation and melting of precipitation, and 

thermal radiation all contribute to MCS self-maintenance through an interaction between 

quasi-balanced vertical motion and the diabatic effects of moist convection.  A large body 

of literature exists on this topic (e.g., Fovell and Tan 1998; Dudhia et al. 1987), and most 

results corroborate observational evidence that MCS propagation is indeed a complex, 

multi-faceted process. While these studies reveal important feedbacks and mechanisms of 

MCS growth and maintenance (particularly those that are difficult to observe or model 

using current operational platforms), this study will focus on the area of NWP most 

relevant to operational forecasting: coarser-grid models incapable of resolving features 
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such as gravity waves and other forcing mechanisms typically explored by idealized 

studies.    

 There exist large bodies of research in support of both the cold-pool (or RKW) 

propagation theory, as well as the gravity-wave (or TMM) theory, in addition to several 

studies that maintain that it is a combination of these two ideas that is mainly responsible 

for the dynamical essence of convective propagation. Still others have proposed 

additional theories that may act in combination with the above effects to determine MCS 

motion. Many important studies have examined MCS motion from a prognostic sense as 

well. These forecasting-oriented studies often focus on the importance of a combination 

of environmental wind shear and sufficient convective instability (e.g., Emanuel 1986; 

Johns and Hirt 1987; Corfidi et al. 1996; Corfidi 2003), parameters which will also be 

examined in this study. Many of these more general, observationally-based studies have 

arrived at similar conclusions regarding MCS movement. For instance, it is generally 

accepted that the movement of an MCS is dependent on the mean flow between 850hPa-

300hPa (Corfidi 1996) and the rate and location in which new cells form (i.e. 

propagation). It is also generally accepted that the propagation of an MCS depends on 

some or all of the following factors (though numerous other relationships have also been 

investigated): 

• The location of the most unstable air (e.g., Johns 1984; ) 

• The strength and orientation of low and mid-level shear (e.g., Weisman 

and Klemp 1982; Johns 1993) 

• The axis and the orientation of the LLJ (e.g. Corfidi et al. 1996; Corfidi 

2003)  
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• The depth and strength of the cold pool (particularly as it relates to the 

shear and moisture profile) (e.g. Rotunno et al. 1988.) 

• 1000-500mb thickness patterns (e.g., Merritt and Fritsch 1984) 

• The location of the strongest low-level moisture convergence (e.g., 

Maddox and Doswell 1982; Corfidi 2003) 

  Finally, MCSs include a large spectrum of convective storms, most exhibiting 

complex structures that do not necessarily match that of the classical leading-line/trailing-

stratiform system. Each different structure will have its own unique characteristics based 

on its organization, and this has many implications for the evolution of the system; for 

example, which mechanisms are fundamental contributors to its propagation, how 

momentum is redistributed within the system, and how the surrounding environment is 

altered. In the present study, many cases have been observed in which more than one 

upstream MCS is present in the course of an event, and that each system may have very 

different effects downstream. This type of multiple-MCS evolution is particularly evident 

in S3 cases.  The implications of these variations will be further discussed in Chapter 5, 

as applications to observed cases are outlined. 

 

1.3.3 Representation of convection in numerical models 

 The physical processes associated with observed convective systems are quite 

complex and their effects nonlinear. In a numerical model the representation of such 

processes is further complicated by the scale at which they take place; that is, the 

condensation of water vapor associated with convective motions often occurs at a subgrid 

scale and is therefore not resolvable by the model. In order to account for the extremely 
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important effects of convective motions, the collective effects of subgridscale clouds 

must be accounted for in terms of the prognostic gridscale variables (Arakawa 1993). 

This is done using convective parameterization schemes (also termed cumulus 

parameterization schemes; CP schemes, hereafter).     

 CP schemes thus attempt to solve the closure problem that results from trying to 

add the effects of subgridscale processes to a closed set of numerical model equations. To 

do this, the closure assumptions must satisfy the two following requirements: 1.) the 

predictability of the large-scale fields must be not compromised, and 2.) they must be 

valid quasi-universally (Arakawa 1993). The problem of parameterization is further 

complicated by structures such as MCSs, as discussed above. These types of structures 

are partially resolved by the model, but must be partially parameterized as well (as the 

individual convective motions are not resolved by the model even if the total spatial scale 

of the system can be). The lack of a clear scale separation is a significant challenge to the 

success of these schemes (Molinari and Dudek 1992; Arakawa 1993; Wang and Seaman 

1997; Davis et al. 2003).  

 There are many limitations to the extent to which CP schemes can accurately 

simulate the effects of convection in a numerical model. The reasons for this have been 

discussed at length in the meteorological literature, but an aspect of this problem of 

particular pertinence to the present study is the ability of numerical models to adequately 

simulate the movement of convective systems. In the previous section, the detailed 

processes that influence propagation are briefly described, and it is clear that it is indeed a 

complex set of interactions that dictates convective propagation. The representation of 

such interactions in a numerical model is a challenge, and current attempts to do this 
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reveal many shortcomings. In a recent study of warm-season continental rainfall, Davis et 

al. 2003 found that significant propagation errors fundamental to CP schemes arose. The 

study showed that the combination of propagation errors with errors in the timing of the 

convection led to further degradation of QPF forecasts due to poor phase-locking of the 

convection with other external forcing mechanisms. Houze (2004) discusses that there 

remain many aspects of convective systems not yet fully understood from an 

observational perspective (e.g., momentum transport, propagation), and that their 

representation in numerical models is consequently questionable.   

 While CP schemes boast no shortage of shortcomings and complexities, model 

forecasts that are run at a high enough resolution to turn off the CP scheme also pose 

their own unique set of complications. Molinari and Dudek (1992) and Weisman et al. 

(1997) discuss many of these potential issues, which include an unrealistic buildup of 

convective instability, a delayed onset of precipitation, the presence of excessive 

localized precipitation amounts (usually as a result of “grid-box” thunderstorms), and the 

unrealistic process of gridcell overturning in large gridcells. A recent paper by Bryan et 

al. (2003) addresses additional issues that arise for very high resolution model runs using 

gridspacing on the order of 100m – 1km.  

 In the present study, several characteristics of convection will be examined to 

determine which pose a significant problem to downstream precipitation forecasting. 

Convective intensity, environmental alteration, and system propagation will all be 

examined within the context of each scenario. As later chapters will illustrate, the nature 

of the movement of the UC is a primary indicator of the type of downstream QPF 

modification that will likely occur. NWP model difficulty in representing convective 
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system motion is a significant hurdle in achieving accurate forecasts in the presence of 

UC.  

 

1.3.4 Role of a diabatically enhanced LLJ 

 Many past studies have examined the role of diabatic processes in extratropical 

cyclogenesis (e.g., Tracton 1973; Gyakum 1983a,b). There have also been many 

investigations into how convection and LHR affect the environment, particularly from a 

PV perspective (e.g., Davis and Emanuel 1991; Davis 1992a; Stoelinga 1996; Brennan 

and Lackmann 2005; Mahoney and Lackmann 2005). As alluded to in the previous 

section, one of the main goals of the present study is to investigate how the presence of 

UC might limit or enhance the downstream precipitation amount, and to test the validity 

of the conventional forecaster wisdom that states that UC unconditionally reduces 

downstream QPF.  

Lackmann (2002) examined a cold front in which a diabatically-enhanced LLJ led 

to increased moisture transport ahead of the system, thereby altering the downstream 

environment. The increase in moisture aided precipitation generation along and ahead of 

the system, rendering the model QPF a forecast “miss.” By performing a PV budget, the 

LHR from the cold-frontal rainband was found to be a significant contributor to the LLJ 

via the cyclonic circulation associated with its LHR-induced low-level PV maximum. 

Because models often having trouble representing LHR and precipitation-related diabatic 

processes, such a feedback mechanism may have major implications for downstream 

precipitation forecasts.  
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The working hypothesis in the present study is that a similar mechanism as was 

found in Lackmann (2002) may also play a role in enhancing the S2 downstream 

precipitation, given a favorable environment. Chapter 2 will discuss the experiments 

undertaken to examine this hypothesis, as well as the complete methodology adopted for 

this study.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1.1. Area Forecast Discussions from National Weather Service forecast offices 
referencing the challenge that UC poses to the downstream QPF.  
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of physical mechanism (i), consumption.

(i) Consumption
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No UC

(ii) Stabilization

Figure 1.3. Schematic of physical mechanism (ii), stabilization.

With UC
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S1: Fast-moving UC

Figure 1.4. (a) Schematic of physical mechanism, (iii) interruption of lower-tropo-
spheric moisture transport (S1); (b) as in (a), except for S2, showing the enhancement 
of lower-tropospheric moisture transport.

(iii) Alteration of lower-tropospheric moisture transport

S2: Slow-moving UC
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(iv) Alteration of synoptic dynamics

Figure 1.5. Schematic of physical mechanism (iv) alteration of synoptic dynamics.

LHR builds down-
stream ridge 
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of Scenario 1 (S1).
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Figure 1.7. Schematic of Scenario 2 (S2).
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Figure 1.8. Schematic of Scenario 3 (S3).
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Figure 1.9. (a) Idealization of a horizontal map of radar reflectivity (b) divided into 
convective and stratiform regions (from Houze 1997.)
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Figure 1.10. Idealization of a mesoscale convective system with leading-line/trailing strati-
form structure, showing branches of flow and position of surface mesohighs and mesolows 
(from Houze 2004 after Zipser 1977).
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Figure 1.11. Schematic of a mature squall system. Surface pressure is contoured, vectors 
represent surface wind, and significant regions of precipitation are stippled (from Haertel 
and Johnson 2000 after Johnson and Hamilton 1988).
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Figure 1.12. Idealized cross section through slab convective overturning. Flow vectors are 
system relative, scalloped lines indicate cloud boundaries, solid lines are qe contours every 
4 K (thin dashed line is an intermediate contour, and bold dashed line marks axis of 
highest values), bold solid line indicates outflow boundary or frontal zone, light shading 
highlights middle level layer of low-qe air, and dark shading depicts the moist absolutely 
unstable layer (MAUL) (from Houze 2004 after Bryan and Fritsch 2000.)
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a.

b.

Figure 1.13. (a) Conceptual model of MCS movement (VMBE) as the vector sum of the 
mean flow in the cloud layer (VCL) and the propagation component (VPROP). The 
magnitude and direction of VPROP are assumed to be equal and opposite to those of the 
low-level jet (VLLJ). The angles f and j are used to calculate VMBE given observed 
values of VCL and VLLJ. Dashed lines (labeled THKNS) indicate a typical relationship 
of the 850–300-mb thickness pattern to the environmental flow and MBE movement 
during MCC events (from Corfidi 1996); (b) Schematic of the original vector technique, 
with MCS core motion (thick dotted arrow) expressed as the vector sum of 1) advection 
of cells by the mean cloud-layer wind (arrow pointing to upper right) and 2) cell propa-
gation directed into the low-level jet (arrow pointing to bottom of page). MCS centroid 
is depicted by the cross symbol (from Corfidi 2003 after Corfidi et al. 1996).
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Table 1.1. Richardson number R as calculated for a series of documented storms. Model results are summarized at the 
top of the figure. S1, S2, …, S9 represent supercell storms; M1, M2, …, M5 represent multicell storms; TR1, TR2,…, 
TR4 represent tropical cases (from Weisman and Klemp 1986 after Weisman and Klemp 1982). 
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Table 1.2. Storm type as a function of vertical shear and CAPE (from Bluestein 1993, Table 3.2). 
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2.  Methodology 

 This chapter describes the basic methodology that was followed for subsequent 

sections of this study. The first section describes the brief climatology that was performed 

prior to the selection of case study events, the second section details the model runs 

performed for each case study, and the last section describes the PV budget and PV 

inversion methodology used in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 

2.1 Eta model QPF error climatology and case selection 

A somewhat cursory Eta1 model QPF error climatology was generated by 

evaluating the Eta-model2 24-h precipitation forecasts (valid from forecast hours 12-36) 

against the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset (Mesinger et al. 2005) 

for the years 2000 − 2003.  

The NARR dataset provides analyses based on Eta Data Assimilation System 

(EDAS) analyses (Rogers et al. 1995; Rogers et al. 1996). The data are interpolated onto 

a grid with 32-km gridspacing, and also incorporates a wide variety of observations 

(Zaptocny et al. 2000). The QPF error climatology performed here relied on the NARR 

precipitation analyses, which come primarily from Eta model output that is nudged 

toward observed rain gauge measurements. There have been several recent efforts to 

assess the accuracy of this dataset (Mesinger et al., submitted), but such issues were not 

addressed in a great amount of detail for the present study, as only a “ballpark” estimate 

was needed, due to the fact that only the largest model errors were examined.  

                                                 
1 The NCEP Eta model was renamed to the North American Mesoscale (NAM) model on 25 Jan 2005. 
2 The Eta forecasts used were interpolated to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 211 grid 
(approximately 80-km grid spacing) 
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For the QPF error climatology, precipitation totals (both the model forecast and 

the “actual” precipitation total) were averaged over a 200-km radius centered near 

Raleigh, NC (Fig. 2.1). Model errors were assessed each day of the cold season (defined 

as 1 Oct  –  31 Mar) for a 4-year period (2000 – 2003).  Based on the differences in the 

predicted and observed precipitation amounts, the events were then classified as hits, 

misses, or false alarms. Misses were defined by an area-averaged model under-prediction 

of 5mm or more, false alarms were defined by a model over-prediction of 5mm or more, 

and the remaining cases were labeled “hits.” The events were ranked by the magnitude of 

the model error, and the cases with error magnitudes exceeding 20mm were examined 

further (e.g. Table. 2.1). These cases were further examined for the presence of UC using 

the National Climatic Data Center’s online NEXRAD National Mosaic Relfectivity 

Image archive, and of those that displayed UC (defined as a contiguous region of radar 

echoes in excess of 50 dBz in the upstream area), two cases were selected for in-depth 

case study examination, one representing S1 and the other representing S2.  

 The case chosen to represent S1 was selected based primarily on its poor model 

QPF (operational NWP forecasts over-predicted actual downstream precipitation amounts 

by an area-averaged amount of 35mm), as well as its likeness to the S1 schematic. (The 

schematics for S1, S2, and S3 were developed using a combination of forecaster 

conventional wisdom as well as the findings of the QPF error climatology discussed 

above.)  

Likewise, the case chosen to exemplify S2 displayed an erroneous model QPF, 

and represented the S2 schematic adequately well. The S2 case is a recent one (13 – 14 

Jan 2005), and was chosen following the real-time realization of its representativeness of 
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S2. Therefore NARR precipitation analyses are not yet available for the event, and thus 

the area-averaged QPF error cannot be quantified at this time. However, as Chapter 4 will 

show, the QPF error was significant for this case, though notably less pronounced than 

that seen in the S1 case study (Chapter 3.)  

S3 cases proved to be difficult to pinpoint, as the QPF error climatology did not 

reveal many large model QPF errors associated with cases resembling S3 (in spite of 

personal communication with forecasters that suggested that cases resembling S3 do 

occur with significant frequency). After examining various recent cases that were 

identified by the similarity of their radar signals to the S3 schematic, it became apparent 

that many of the cases that initially fit the S3 schematic often evolve into a setup that is 

more representative of S1, or at least no longer resembles the scenario originally 

hypothesized to be S3. Following this transition, if the system evolves into an S1 or S2 

system, then the UC will be active in the warm sector of the system, rather than along the 

initial warm front as in the earlier stages of system evolution (i.e. a S3 set-up). To better 

focus this investigation, it was decided to limit this study to those cases featuring UC 

occurring in the warm sector of the cyclone, rather than all types of UC. Therefore, based 

on the results of the QPF error climatology, no S3 case study was chosen, but the 

implications of cases in which the scenario type evolves during the event will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

2.2 Numerical simulations and forecasts 

Both the fifth-generation version of the Pennsylvania State University-National 

Center for Atmospheric Research mesoscale model (MM5) and Weather Research and 
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Forecast (WRF) were used to perform model experiments as well as generate physically-

consistent datasets with which to better analyze the chosen case studies. Much of the 

observational and operational model data used to initialize, evaluate, and display the 

output of these model runs was received via the Unidata program and displayed using the 

General Meteorological Package (GEMPAK, desJardins et al., 1991). Also, radar 

imagery was obtained from Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) sites.  

This section details the model setup and specifications that were used in the 

model experiments and diagnostics discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 

2.2.1 Mesoscale models 

2.2.1.1 PSU-NCAR mesoscale model (MM5) 

At the outset of this investigation MM5 was used for several preliminary model 

runs on the S1 case study. MM5 is a non-hydrostatic model that features numerous 

options for model physics, as well as the capability for nesting multiple domains. An 

overview of the model and the prognostic model equations can be found in Dudhia 

(1993) and Grell et al. (1994). Version 3.5 of MM5 was used for the model run that is 

discussed here. While the WRF model was eventually chosen over the MM5 for this 

study, the preliminary model runs did serve an important role in initial modeling efforts.  

The model run that is briefly presented in Chapter 3 was a 20-km run that was 

initialized at 12 UTC 30 Dec using Eta 212 model analyses (Fig. 2.2). The Kain-Fritsch 

CP scheme was used, and other parameterizations included the Reisner microphysics 

scheme, the Eta-Mellor-Yamada planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme, the Oregon 

State University (OSU) land surface model (LSM), and the Dudhia radiation scheme. 
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Lateral boundaries were updated by Eta 212 analyses every 12 hours, making this a 

model simulation rather than a forecast. Therefore, there are two important aspects of this 

model run that make it somewhat incongruous the other runs used in this study: (i) it was 

initialized 12 hours earlier than the other runs (12 UTC 30 Dec as opposed to 00 UTC 31 

Dec), and (ii) it is a model simulation, not a model forecast. Were this run used to make 

any important conclusions, these would have become significant issues, but as Chapter 3 

will show, the output from this run is only used to provide a benchmark against which to 

compare the WRF model forecasts described below.  

 

2.2.1.2 Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model 

WRF is a flexible mesoscale modeling system that was jointly developed by 

NCAR and NCEP and possesses numerous options for model physics and configuration. 

An overview of the WRF model and its structure can be found in Michalakes et al. 

(2001). For all of the WRF model runs discussed in the present study, Version 2.0.3.1 of 

the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) dynamical core was used (see Skamarock et al. 

2005 for further detail).  

WRF was the modeling system chosen for this study for several reasons. First, the 

WRF architecture features superior finite-differencing and more efficient computation 

relative to other models such as Eta and MM5, and can therefore be run on finer-mesh 

domains with less computational expense. Second, when run at sufficiently high 

resolution to omit the use of a CP scheme (i.e. a “convection permitting” run), WRF has 

been purported to represent convection and the movement of convective systems in a 

superior manner to other models (Done et al. 2004), aspects that will be shown to be of 
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great significance to this study. Finally, WRF is currently scheduled to be implemented 

operationally in Spring 2006, and due to the operational nature of this project, it is of 

greatest benefit to the forecasting community to use a model that is most representative of 

what will be most widely used in the near future. Details of the individual model 

simulations will be presented in the sections that follow.  

 

2.2.2 Mesoscale model runs: WRF S1 case study 

 Many preliminary model runs were performed for the S1 case study, beginning 

with several different model runs using MM5, as well as various experimental runs using 

the WRF model. These runs were performed with the goal of obtaining an accurate model 

forecast for the quickly-propagating squall line that characterized this case. The model 

run that adequately achieved this goal was an explicit 4-km model forecast using the 

WRF model. The model domain encompassed an area over the Southeast US, and 

included as large an area of the Gulf of Mexico as could be handled by the computing 

system (Fig. 2.3). As the run was explicit, no CP scheme was employed, and all 

precipitation was thus generated at the grid scale. The gridspacing was 4 km, and the run 

was initialized at 00 UTC 31 Dec 2002 and run for 48 hours out to 00 UTC 2 Jan 2003. 

Eta 211 model analyses and forecasts were used as initial conditions and boundary 

conditions, respectively, and boundary conditions were updated every 6 hours. 

Parameterizations used included the Ferrier microphysics scheme, Rapid Radiative 

Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme, Dudhia shortwave radiation 

scheme, the Noah land-surface model, and the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme.  
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Half-degree SST data were used. This model run and its results will be discussed in detail 

in Chapter 3. 

 Additionally, for the purpose of performing an Ertel PV budget (detailed in the 

following section), a WRF model run was also performed for this case using many of the 

same characteristics as above, except with coarser grid-spacing. This run was nearly 

identical to the 4-km run, except that it used the KF CP scheme, and its grid-spacing was 

20 km (Fig. 2.4). The PV budget performed using this model forecast output is also 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

2.2.3 Mesoscale model runs: WRF S2 case study 

 The WRF model was also used to generate a model forecast that adequately 

represented the system examined in the S2 case study. For this case, a coarser-resolution 

20-km WRF forecast sufficed, and satisfactorily represented the system so that diagnostic 

experiments could be performed with the dataset.  

 For the S2 model run the domain was larger and 20-km gridspacing was utilized 

(Fig. 2.5). The run was initialized at 12 UTC 13 Jan 2005 and was run for 48 hours, 

ending at 12 UTC 15 Jan 2005. The Eta 2183 analysis and forecasts from 12 UTC 13 Jan 

2005 provided the initial and lateral boundary conditions respectively, and the boundary 

conditions were updated every 3 hours. The KF CP scheme was employed, and other 

parameterizations included the Ferrier microphysics scheme, RRTM longwave radiation 

scheme, Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme, the Noah land-surface model, and the YSU 

PBL scheme. Half-degree SST data were used.  
                                                 
3 Eta forecasts interpolated to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 218 grid (approximately 12-
km grid spacing) 
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2.3 PV methodology 

 An Ertel PV budget was performed for both the S1 and S2 case studies (Chapters 

3 and 4), and a QGPV inversion was undertaken for the S2 case study (Chapter 4). The 

methodology for the budget and inversion very closely follow Lackmann (2002). As will 

be further discussed, PV is a useful framework within which assessing the impact of LHR 

on atmospheric dynamics is facilitated.  

Extratropical cyclogenesis can be described from a PV standpoint as the mutual 

amplification of two or more preexisting, finite amplitude disturbances, a process which 

can be greatly enhanced by LHR (e.g., Davis and Emanuel 1991). In terms of PV, LHR 

enhances cyclonic development by both reducing static stability as well as by amplifying 

upper ridges downstream of the surface cyclones and the low-level PV maxima in the 

vicinity of cyclones.  (The former allows for greater mutual interaction of the upper and 

lower disturbances by increasing the vertical penetration of the circulations.)  

Ertel PV has two main advantageous properties; the first is that it is a conserved 

quantity for adiabatic, frictionless flow. By identifying areas in which PV is not 

conserved, this property allows for attribution to diabatic processes. The second is that it 

is invertible, and this property allows for the quantification of flow associated with 

specific PV anomalies. Combined, these properties demonstrate why PV is a useful 

framework in which to consider the impact of LHR on atmospheric dynamics.  
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2.3.1 Ertel PV budget 

 Following Lackmann (2002), the PV budgets performed in the present study 

adopt the methodology set forth by Cammas et al. (1994), which is based largely on the 

work of Raymond (1992). The main purposes of performing the PV budgets are to 

provide a means of identifying lower-tropospheric PV anomalies that have been 

generated or enhanced by LHR, and to determine whether LHR is capable of producing a 

given PV feature. 

 The standard WRF model output does not include model latent heating fields, 

thus they are computed according to a parameterization formulation set forth by Emanuel 

et al. (1987): 
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where γm  and γd are the moist- and dry-adiabatic lapse rates, respectively, θ  is the 

potential temperature, eθ  is the equivalent potential temperature, p is the pressure, and ω 

is the isobaric vertical motion. This equation was applied in regions of ascent (ω<0) and 

saturation. Saturation was defined by relative humidity in excess of 70% when the 

temperature exceeded 263K, and when the temperature was below 263K, the relative 

humidity threshold was scaled by the departure of the environment from 263K. These 

threshold values were used in order to account for saturation with respect to ice in regions 

of subfreezing cloud, and also to allow for LHR in convective regions where gridboxes 

need not be saturated (adapted from Lackmann 2002).  

 The isobaric PV budget equation is given by:  
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where P is the Ertel PV,  
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In equations (2) − (4), f is the Coriolis parameter, g is the gravitational acceleration, Vh is 

the horizontal wind vector, p∇  is the quasi-horizontal gradient operator on an isobaric 

surface, 3∇  is the three-dimensional gradient operator [ )]/(ˆ pkp ∂∂−∇ , and F
r

 is the 

frictional force vector. The frictional term ( F
r

) is not considered here in order to focus on 

LHR associated with precipitation. The PV budget equation (Eq. 2) shows that the local 

time rate of change of Ertel PV is due to horizontal and vertical PV flux divergences, in 

addition to a nonadvective (diabatic) PV flux, which is distributed along the negative of 

the absolute vorticity vector. Therefore, when significant vertical wind shear exists, a 

considerable horizontal displacement will exist between negative PV tendencies aloft and 

positive PV tendencies below. 

 

2.3.2 Quasigeostrophic potential vorticity inversion 

A potential vorticity inversion was also performed for S2 (Chapter 4), using the 

quasigeostropic form of the PV (QGPV). Despite the fact that its underlying assumptions 

are more restrictive relative to Ertel PV, QGPV offers the advantage of linearity, making 

its inversion simpler and its results less ambiguous (see Davis 1992b for a comparison of 
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QGPV and Ertel PV inversion). The disadvantage of QGPV is the loss of accuracy when 

ageostrophy becomes important, but the relatively straight nature of the feature examined 

in S2 indicates that the QGPV approach is likely acceptable, though this will be further 

defended in Chapter 4.  

The QGPV inversion methodology used here is based on that of Hakim et al. 

(1996) and similar to that used by Lackmann et al. (1998) and Lackmann and Gyakum 

(1999). The QGPV is given by: 
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where 'φ  is the deviation of the geopotential from the horizontally uniform International 

Civil Aeronautical Organization Standard Atmosphere, and σr = (α/θ)(dΘ/dp), a function 

of pressure only. It is useful to consider the QGPV as a sum of an arbitrary number of 

partitions such that ∑ =
=−= n

i iqfqq
1 **

where n is the total number of subdivisions to 

the QGPV field, enumerated by the subscript i. Each q*i has a perturbation geopotential 
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For the QGPV inversion performed in Chapter 4, the QGPV was computed from WRF 

forecast fields in which the noisy height fields were smoothed by using a 9-point 

smoother. The QGPV was then partitioned into two parts: cyclonic low-level QGPV and 
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anticyclonic low-level QGPV. That is, the cyclonic (anticyclonic) QGPV was made up of 

all negative (positive) QGPV below 600 hPa. The lateral boundaries were treated by 

letting all negative (positive) 'φ  anomalies be counted in the cyclonic (anticyclonic) 

QGPV partition. Imposing a homogenous Dirichlet boundary condition (zero value 

imposed on the boundary) artificially reduces the magnitude of the solution in the lower-

atmosphere, if applied to a lower boundary of 1000mb. To work around this 

complication, a lower boundary value of 1500mb was instead used, thereby allowing the 

solution to extend realistically to surface. The background PV field from which the 

QGPV and height perturbations were defined was determined by using 10-year European 

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) model climatological mean 

values.  

 The QGPV inversion was performed on the 20-km WRF model run described 

above. The 12-hour forecast time (F12) was used, based on strength and location of the 

system at that time. Results are discussed in Chapter 4.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2.1. Area over which Eta forecasts and NARR precipitation analyses were averaged for the Eta QPF error 
climatology. Gray shading denotes the gridcells contained by the 200-km radius from RDU. 
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Figure 2.2. Model domain used in S1 MM5 simulation.
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Figure 2.3 Model domain used in S1 WRF4 forecast.
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Figure 2.4 Model domain used in S1 WRF20 forecast.
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Figure 2.5 Model domain used in S2 WRF forecast.
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Table 2.1 Sample selection of the Eta QPF error climatology
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3. S1 Case Study: 31 Dec 2002 - 01 Jan 2003  

 

3.1 Introduction/event summary 

The case chosen to represent Scenario 1 (S1) occurred on 31 Dec 2002, and 

featured a squall line moving eastward along the coast of the northern Gulf of Mexico 

that, despite few severe weather reports, produced significant rainfall and damaging 

winds (Fig. 3.1). The MCS originated in a trough of low pressure associated with a 

surface cold front, but as the convective system became better-organized it began to race 

out ahead of the front, moving quickly eastward through the Gulf states (Fig. 3.2).  

Operational model precipitation forecasts (particularly those of the Eta model) 

over-forecasted the downstream QPF for this event, and a major forecast false alarm 

occurred across western and central SC/NC/VA, with QPF errors in excess of 35 mm 

present across western and central SC (Fig. 3.3). The purpose of this analysis is to 

investigate how the upstream MCS may have impacted downstream precipitation, and 

why NWP models were unable to adequately forecast this event.  

 

3.2 Event analysis 

3.2.1 Observational analysis 

3.2.1.1 Synoptic scale analysis  

At 12 UTC on 31 Dec 2002, radar imagery reveals that a region of UC is evident 

in the form of a potent MCS moving across eastern LA and MS (Fig. 3.2a). At the 250-, 

500-, and 850-hPa levels, a closed low is apparent, along with a closed low and an 

associated trough of low pressure at the surface (Fig. 3.4). Winds at 250 hPa are greater 
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than 75 kts and generally southwesterly across the Southeast US. A 500-hPa absolute 

vorticity maximum in excess of 3.2 x 10-4 s-1 is present in the base of the trough at 500 

hPa, and mixing ratio values exceeding 10 g/kg also precede the system at the 850-hPa 

level. The southerly winds at low levels and the strong westerly component of the flow at 

upper levels produce a veering profile across the region.  

By 00 UTC 1 Jan, the system has moved eastward at all levels (Fig. 3.5), and the 

northern branch of the jet stream has increased in strength (Fig. 3.5a). It can be seen at 

the 500-hPa and 850-hPa levels that the system has also deepened, and the tongue of 

moist air evident at 12 UTC 31 Dec has weakened across the GA region. The MCS (cf. 

Figs. 3.2e, 3.5d) is also further ahead of the surface trough than it was 12 hours earlier.  

Most of the MCS has moved off of the East Coast by 12 UTC 1 Jan, with the 

northern end moving over eastern NC (Fig. 3.2h). At all levels the system has begun to 

weaken slightly, though strong low-level southerly flow has maintained Atlantic moisture 

across eastern NC and VA (Fig. 3.6).   

 

3.2.1.2 Mesoscale analysis 

 Figures 3.7 − 3.9 show the mesoscale environment from 12 UTC 31 Dec to 12 

UTC 1 Jan. At 12 UTC 31 Dec, lapse rates show that that the regions of largest instability 

are found over the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf Stream (Fig. 3.7a). Low-level shear is 

concentrated in the region along and just ahead of the MCS, and low-level PV is aligned 

with the MCS, as well as in the stable region behind the surface cold front (Fig. 3.7a,b). 

A moderately strong LLJ in excess of 45 kts is present, mostly along and to the south of 

the convective system, weakening over the area in which the MCS is bowing most 
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prominently (cf. Figs. 3.7c, 3.2a). The 850-hPa moisture flux field also shows a 

maximum of moisture flux to the south of the system, with a region of weaker values to 

the along and immediately north of the MCS (Fig. 3.7d). Soundings taken in the pre-

convective environment at this time also depict a marked layer of mid-level dry air and a 

veering profile with westerly winds increasing with height (Fig. 3.8).  

 At 00 UTC 1 Jan, low-level shear and instability have increased along and ahead 

of the UC feature, and the low-level PV maxima have moved eastward with the system, 

the largest of which revealing the large region of post-convective stabilization in the 

wake of the MCS (Figs. 3.9a,b). The LLJ has weakened considerably, and is now located 

completely south of the MCS, in an amorphous and diluted configuration (Fig. 3.9c). 

Likewise, the moisture flux field reveals that the moisture flux maximum is well to the 

south of the convective system and decreases toward the north (Fig. 3.9d).  

 By 12 UTC 1 Jan (radar in Fig. 3.2i), convective instability is present over eastern 

SC, NC, and VA, and the low-level PV maxima continue to move eastward with the 

system (Fig 3.10a,b). The LLJ is maximum ahead of the system, which is now located 

over the Atlantic ocean, though sufficient southerly flow persists over land such that the 

moisture flux values increase over eastern SC, NC, and VA (Figs. 3.10c,d).  

 

3.2.2 Analysis of operational forecast 

The operational Eta model forecast initialized at 00 UTC 31 Dec produced a large 

QPF error over portions of western NC/SC and northern GA, where observed 

precipitation totals were up to 35 mm less than those forecasted by the operational Eta 

model (Fig. 3.3). In order to determine how well the operational model forecast verified 
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overall, the Eta forecast is compared to observations and analyses in the following 

sections. 

 

3.2.2.1 Assessment of Eta QPF 

 Figure 3.11 compares the observed precipitation totals over the course of the 

event to the evolution of the system as it was represented in several model forecasts. In 

this section, only the first two rows will be discussed; the other forecasts will be 

described in the sections that follow.  

Comparing row A (the NARR precipitation analysis) to row B (the operational 

Eta QPF) of Fig. 3.11 reveals the magnitude of the Eta model QPF error for this case. The 

Eta model not only predicted too much precipitation, but the forecast speed of the 

precipitation system movement was significantly too slow, as the analyzed precipitation 

is well offshore (and thus not captured by the NARR reanalysis) while the Eta model is 

still generating large amounts of precipitation over the Southeast. Additionally, one can 

note similar errors by comparing the Eta model QPF sequence in Fig. 3.11 to the radar 

sequence shown in Fig. 3.2.  

A comparison of the Eta model 24-h QPF ending at 00 UTC 01 Jan to the 

corresponding NARR 24-h precipitation analysis (Fig. 3.3) reveals a large Eta model 

overprediction of precipitation over western NC/SC and northeastern GA. This is 

quantified in the difference plot shown in Fig. 3.12, revealing that the Eta model’s QPF 

error was most pronounced over portions of NC, SC and GA, as the model forecast 

overpredicted the 24-h precipitation total in those areas by more than 35 mm.  
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The error is elucidated further by examining precipitation totals during the most 

critical 6-h interval (Fig. 3.13). As Fig. 3.13 shows, the erroneous Eta model forecast 

moved the convective system north and east over the Carolinas and GA, while 

observations at this time showed that system actually had moved due eastward and was 

located offshore, east of FL and GA (Fig. 3.2). The observed precipitation totals are not 

well-depicted in Fig. 3.13, as the NARR precipitation analysis does not reliably extend 

offshore, but the comparison to the operational model forecast for inland regions clearly 

shows the Eta model error.  

 

3.2.2.2 Eta synoptic scale forecast analysis 

 The 12-hour forecast (F12) valid at 12 UTC 31 Dec reveals that many of the main 

synoptic features apparent in the analyses are well-represented in the forecast (cf. Figs. 

3.4, 3.14). At 250 hPa, a cutoff low and southwesterly flow are common to both the 

forecast and the analysis, and at 500 hPa, the height and vorticity fields are also similar, 

though the cutoff low is approximately 60 m deeper in the analysis than in the forecast 

(cf. Figs. 3.4a,b, 3.14a,b). The forecast and analysis environments at 850 hPa and the 

surface are in fairly good agreement (cf. Figs 3.4c,d, 3.14c,d).   

 Comparing the 24-hour forecast valid at 00 UTC 1 Jan to the analysis shows that 

the forecasted system is slightly too weak at upper levels; 250-hPa winds are 

approximately 25 kt too weak in the area preceding the MCS, and the 500-hPa closed low 

remains approximately 60 m too weak in the forecast (cf. Figs. 3.5a,b, 3.15,a,b). At 850 

hPa, the model forecast of mixing ratio and height are both quite poor; the model forecast 

overestimates the central height by approximately 30 m, and while analyses show a clear 
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minimum in the mixing ratio field, the model forecast spreads mixing ratio values 

continuously northward (cf. Figs. 3.5c, 3.15c), along the area over which the model 

precipitation is generated (Fig. 3.15d).     

 By 12 UTC 1 Jan, the model forecast at upper levels is in close agreement with 

analyses, while at lower-levels there is disagreement between the analyzed and forecasted 

moisture and precipitation fields. Figure 3.16 reveals that only slight errors are evident in 

the model forecast at upper levels, as 250- and 500-hPa heights, winds, and vorticity 

values are in good agreement with those analyzed (cf. Figs. 3.6a,b, 3.16a,b). At 850 hPa 

the mixing ratio values are larger and displaced to the west of those seen in the analysis at 

this time (cf. Figs. 3.6c, 3.16c). As seen by both the 850-hPa mixing ratio values and the 

surface temperature field, it is clear that the convective system in the model forecast 

moved too slowly eastward relative to what was observed (cf. Figs. 3.6c,d, 3.16c,d). 

Figure 3.16 shows that overall, the mid- and upper levels of the atmosphere are well 

represented by the model forecast, while the low-levels reveal larger errors. This finding 

reveals that the major model challenge is likely convective propagation, not synoptic 

system evolution.  

 

3.2.2.3 Eta mesoscale forecast analysis 

 Mesoscale forecast fields for the operational Eta forecast valid at 12 UTC 31 Dec 

show that low-level shear and convective instability are fairly well-represented, while the 

low-level PV field at this time already slightly lags toward the west relative to the 

analysis (cf. Figs. 3.7a,b, 3.17a,b). The forecasted LLJ is approximately 10 kt too weak in 

the region preceding the MCS, and the 850-hPa moisture flux is likewise slightly too 
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weak over the same area, as well as to the north, over western TN (cf. Figs. 3.7c,d, 

3.17c,d). 

 By 00 UTC 1 Jan, the model forecast does not represent the area of enhanced 

convective instability ahead of the MCS evident in the analysis, and the low-level PV 

field shows a significantly different configuration relative to that analyzed (cf. Figs 

3.9a,b, 3.18a,b). The most significant difference at this time however, can be seen by 

comparing Figs. 3.9c,d and 3.18c,d.  The strength and configuration of the LLJ and the 

associated moisture flux fields are distinctly different between the forecast and the 

analysis. The model forecast produces a LLJ axis ahead of the forecasted MCS, allowing 

excessive moisture to be passed into the downstream area via the enhanced moisture flux 

that is too large relative to the analysis. This is an important difference, and suggests that 

the physical mechanisms of moisture consumption and LLJ interruption ((i) and (iii) from 

section 1.2.1) may play a significant role for this event.  

 The 36-hour forecast valid at 12 UTC 1 Jan shows that the convective instability 

and low-level PV continue to be located too far toward the west relative to the analysis 

fields. An important difference is still seen in the low-level wind and moisture flux plots 

(cf. Figs. 3.10, 3.19). The comparison of the forecast and analyzed moisture flux fields 

confirms that excessive moisture in the forecasted downstream area is consistent with the 

overprediction of the downstream QPF over western and central SC, NC, and VA.   

The synoptic and mesoscale forecast evaluations suggest that the forecast error 

produced by the operational Eta model was two-fold: First, the speed at which the 

forecasted MCS moved was too slow; and second, the QPF within the system itself was 

too low along the southern (upstream) end of the system and too high in the downstream 
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region. These errors also appear to be manifested in the similarly erroneous low-level 

wind and moisture flux fields.  

 

3.3 Numerical simulations  

In order to better understand the physical processes that occurred in the MCS and 

its surrounding environment and how they differed from those predicted by operational 

forecasts, several model runs of this event were performed. The model output is used 

both as a surrogate observational dataset, as well as for diagnostic investigations (e.g., 

Keyser and Uccellini 1987).  

 First, MM5 was used to attempt to produce a better downstream QPF, yet despite 

trying numerous configurations, most forecasts bore an unacceptable resemblance to the 

erroneous operational Eta forecast. The MM5 run that used the KF CP scheme and is 

described in section 2.2.2 is shown in Fig. 3.11, row C. While the forecast appears to be a 

relative improvement over the operational Eta forecast (though some of the difference 

may be due to the higher resolution used in the MM5 run), the model forecasted 

movement of the upstream MCS remains too slow, and the downstream QPF too high. 

Similar errors were reflected in all of the other MM5 runs that were performed using 

various CP schemes and resolutions.  

WRF model forecasts were also produced; one using 20-km gridspacing and the 

KF CP scheme (WRF20, hereafter), the other using 4-km gridspacing and no CP scheme 

(WRF4, hereafter). The QPF fields that each of these model runs produced are shown in 

Fig. 3.11, rows D and E, respectively. As Fig 3.11 shows, the WRF4 run yielded the 

superior QPF, though the WRF20 run did reveal large improvements relative to the 
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operational Eta forecast despite similar grid-spacing to the operational Eta model and the 

use of a CP scheme. This improvement suggests that an inherent difference between the 

WRF model and the Eta and MM5 models exists, but examining this is beyond the scope 

of the current study. The WRF20 run will be utilized in the PV budget discussed later in 

this chapter. Because WRF4 produced the superior forecast, it was selected as the run 

with which to further examine this case. A detailed description of the WRF4 run is given 

in section 2.2.2. The forecast produced by this model run and a comparison to the 

operational Eta model forecast are discussed below. 

 

3.3.1 WRF4 

3.3.1.1 Assessment of WRF4 QPF 

The QPF produced by the WRF4 run is shown in row E of Fig. 3.11. Relative to 

the other three model runs shown, both the speed of the convective system as well as 

localized precipitation amounts were better represented when compared to radar 

observations (Fig. 3.2), and the NARR analysis (Fig. 3.11, row A). While the southern 

end of the convective system in the WRF4 forecast is likely restricted by the small 

domain and the associated lateral boundary condition concerns, the speed of the system 

and the QPF in the downstream area are much improved relative the Eta forecast. Figure 

3.20 shows that the downstream QPF generated by the WRF run over northeast GA, 

western SC, and NC is a significant improvement over that given by the operational Eta 

model forecast. The WRF4 24-h QPF shows a relative minimum over northeastern GA, 

and western NC and SC (where approximately less than 12 mm of precipitation fell), 

while the Eta forecast reveals a maximum (of over 55 mm). Though the WRF4 24-h QPF 
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is far from a perfect forecast, the degree of improvement, combined with the 

improvement in the forecast of the speed and intensity of the UC shows that the WRF4 

forecast better represents the observed system. The possible reasons for this will be 

discussed in the following section.  

 

3.3.1.2 WRF4 mesoscale forecast analysis 

 Because the domain of the WRF4 model run was limited in size due to 

computational considerations (Fig. 2.4), the synoptic forecast analysis is omitted here. In 

this section, four-panel mesoscale plots from the WRF4 run are shown and compared to 

Eta analyses and forecasts discussed in previous sections. 

 At 12 UTC 31 Dec, the WRF4 12-h forecast closely resembles the Eta forecast in 

many ways (aside from resolution-based differences), likely due to the influence of the 

Eta 211 initial conditions (cf. Figs. 3.17, 3.21). The 850-hPa LLJ is slightly too weak 

relative to analyses, as is the low-level moisture flux (cf. Figs. 3.7c,d, 3.21c,d).  

 By 00 UTC 1 Jan, the low-level PV fields show that the WRF system has moved 

further east at this time than was represented in the Eta forecast (cf. Figs. 3.18b, 3.22b). A 

significant feature of this forecast period, however, is the representation of the LLJ and 

850-hPa moisture flux. Figure 3.23 shows a comparison of these fields as represented by 

the Eta analysis, the Eta forecast, and the WRF4 forecast. A comparison of panels (a), (c), 

and (e) show that the distinct north-south orientation of the LLJ in the Eta forecast does 

not match the weaker, less-defined configuration seen in the analysis and WRF4 forecast. 

The WRF4 LLJ forecast is significantly stronger than that seen in the analysis. Likewise, 

this same pattern appears in the moisture flux fields (Fig. 3.23b,d,f). In the WRF4 
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forecast, the moisture flux maximum is suppressed along the southern end of the 

convective system (as in the analysis), whereas in the Eta forecast, the moisture flux 

maximum extends uninhibited into the downstream area.    

 The WRF4 36-h forecast valid at 12 UTC 1 Jan continues to trend more toward 

the analysis, as its low-level shear, wind, and moisture flux fields all bear more of a 

resemblance to the analysis than to the Eta forecast (cf. Figs. 3.10, 3.19, 3.24). The 

WRF4 forecast at this time places the axis of maximum moisture flux along the East 

Coast, extending into eastern NC (matching the analysis at this time), while the Eta 

forecast lags the maximum too far to the west. The reenergized moisture flux over eastern 

NC is consistent with the production of the precipitation that fell in that region toward the 

end of the event (Fig. 3.2g,h).   

 

3.3.1.3 Physical mechanisms of downstream precipitation alteration 

Comparing the operational Eta and WRF4 forecasts to analyses, it is apparent that 

there are large physical differences between the UC/downstream precipitation scenarios 

that develop in each. The most significant differences appear to be the speed at which the 

precipitation system moves and the relationship of the LLJ/moisture flux maxima to the 

regions of most intense precipitation.   

Because the explicit convection in the WRF4 forecast moves more quickly (and in 

a more easterly direction) than does the precipitation generated by the operational Eta 

model, it is believed that the more slowly-moving Eta system allowed too much moisture 

to be transported ahead of the system (i.e. downstream). The resulting high moisture 

fluxes (as seen above) are consistent with the enhanced downstream model QPF, possibly 
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explaining the positive QPF bias that resulted in the operational Eta model forecast. 

Conversely, the faster-moving convection in the WRF4 forecast allowed the axis of 

maximum moisture flux and LLJ to move eastward at a speed close to that which was 

observed. This adjustment seems to have allowed the LLJ and moisture flux maxima to 

be correctly placed south of the system, thus inhibiting excessive moisture flow to the 

north.  

Given the comparisons that have been made between the model forecasts and 

analyses, it is possible to speculate as to which of the major physical mechanisms listed 

in Chapter 1 may be most significant to this case. As evidenced by comparable lapse rate 

and height fields in the forecast and analysis comparisons described above, neither 

downstream stabilization (mechanism (ii)) nor alternation of the synoptic dynamics 

(mechanism (iv)) appear to be of significant consequence to the downstream precipitation 

field for this event. However, the relative minimum of mixing ratio in Fig. 3.5, as well as 

the stunted northward extent of the LLJ and moisture flux maximum imply that the 

mechanisms of moisture consumption (i) and alteration of the LLJ (iii) may be important. 

Because the mixing ratio values in the downstream area do not differ greatly from those 

upstream, it is likely that the predominant process at work in this event is mechanism (iii) 

(the interruption of lower-tropospheric moisture transport), though the two mechanisms 

are clearly related. 

 

3.4 PV budget 

 At the outset of this investigation it was hypothesized that the S1 UC systems 

would likely reveal a large propagative component to their motion, based on the speed of 
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their observed motion. In order to investigate the validity of this hypothesis, as well as to 

clarify the role of system motion in the QPF bias for this case study, the PV framework 

was employed due the usefulness of PV as a traceable quantity that is not conserved for 

diabatic processes such as LHR (e.g. Davis and Emanuel 1991).  

A low-level PV maximum accompanies an MCS due to the mid-level latent 

heating maximum that an MCS produces, and the quantity can therefore act as a useful 

tracer for the convective system. Many studies have examined MCSs from a PV 

perspective (e.g., Wang et al. 1993; Davis and Weismann 1994; Braun and Houze 1996). 

A PV budget was performed in order to examine the nature of the system movement; that 

is, to investigate whether the storm motion was largely advective, or whether propagation 

had a significant contribution, and what that may imply for the downstream precipitation 

field. The Ertel PV budget discussed below follows the methodology described in 

Chapter 2.  

  

3.4.1 WRF20 forecast evaluation 

While the WRF4 run discussed above provided the most accurate model run, a 

20-km WRF model forecast was used for the PV investigation of this case for several 

reasons. First, excessive noise in WRF4 PV fields prevented a useful PV signal from 

being discernable. Second, this model run is coarse enough (and therefore requires the 

use of a CP scheme) that it captures the essence of model error of the system moving too 

slowly, while still retaining a fine enough resolution to resolve important mesoscale PV 

features. Finally, using the WRF20 output for this PV budget allowed for a better 

comparison to the corresponding PV budget performed for S2 in the following chapter. 
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Compared to observations, the most significant aspect to note about this run is 

that the model-forecasted system moves eastward too slowly relative to observations (see 

Fig. 3.11). However, it was a vast improvement over the operational Eta forecast, 

especially as the system evolved in time. Therefore, this run is reliable enough to capture 

the UC system, while still exhibiting some of the model errors that were also associated 

with the operational forecast of this case. Ideally, the WRF4 run would have been used 

for this PV budget, but because of the excessive noisiness in the WRF4 PV fields, the 

results using the WRF20 run are discussed below. 

 

3.4.2 PV budget results 

 Figure 3.25 shows the low-level PV and parameterized LHR from forecast hours 

12, 24, and 36. Because the squall line was most active (and in a location of significant 

forecast concern) at 12 UTC 31 Dec and 00 UTC 01 Jan, these times will be of particular 

focus.  At all three forecast times, the squall line is represented by both a low-level PV 

maximum, as well as a maximum of latent heating (described in section 2.3.1). This 

collocation shows that the generation of the low-level PV maximum was very likely 

diabatic in nature.  

 Four-panel plots were generated to summarize the PV budgets at the forecast 

times F12 (12 UTC 31 Dec) and F24 (00 UTC 01 Jan) (Figures 3.26 and 3.27). In both 

figures it is evident that nonadvective (i.e., diabatic) PV tendencies (Figs. 3.26c, 3.27c) 

dominate relative to the horizontal and vertical advective fluxes (Figs. 3.26a,b, 3.27a,b, 

respectively). However, it is important to note that at F12 (Fig. 3.26), the PV tendencies 

in general are primarily collocated with the PV maxima, while at F24, positive tendencies 
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(both advective and nonadvective) are located slightly to the east of (“ahead of”) the 

system, as represented by the low-level PV (Fig. 3.27). At F12, this implies that  little 

advection of the PV itself was actually taking place, while by F24, it appears that a 

combination of advective tendencies (primarily along the northern end of the line) (Fig. 

3.27a) and nonadvective tendencies (primarily along the southern end of the line) (Fig. 

3.27c) acted to move the system toward the east.  

 Figures 3.28 and 3.29 show the latent heating and absolute vorticity vectors along 

cross-sections shown by the lines A-A' and B-B' printed in Fig. 3.25. At F12 (Fig. 3.28), 

a strong LHR and PV signature are evident, and are very closely collocated in the 

horizontal plane. By F24 (Fig. 3.29) both the LHR and PV have weakened considerably 

but remain collocated. Of particular note at this time is that the PV tower has begun to 

slope toward the east with height. This tilt may be due to the increasing westerlies with 

height, and it also supports the hypothesis that the surface winds may be too weak due to 

the omission of convective momentum transport by the CP scheme. (The coarse 

resolution of observations and analyses available makes this hypothesis a complicated 

one to test, and is instead left for future investigation.) 

 The section-normal wind speed along the same two cross-sections is shown with 

PV and absolute vorticity vectors in Figs. 3.30 and 3.31. A LLJ of about 25 − 30kts is 

evident in both of these figures, providing at least some of the moisture transport 

discussed in earlier sections. However, a cross-section taken to the north along C − C' 

shown in Fig. 3.32 shows that a much weaker southerly flow results, further supporting 

the idea that interruption of moisture transport via the interruption of the LLJ (mechanism 

(iii)) may contribute to reduced downstream precipitation in this case. 
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 Figure 3.33 shows the nonadvective PV flux tendencies along the cross-section 

lines A − A', B − B', and D − D’, while Fig. 3.34 shows the corresponding advective PV 

flux tendencies associated with the system at F12, F24, as well as F36. At F12 (Figs 

3.33a, 3.34a), both types of fluxes show positive PV tendencies below the system, but as 

noted above, little positive PV tendency is found east of (or “ahead” of) the system. This 

indicates that this WRF20 model run did not well represent the tendencies that likely 

moved the system forward at this time, possibly explaining its slow motion compared to 

observations. By F24 (panel b), a positive advective PV tendency can be seen 

immediately to the east of the PV tower, and the nonadvective PV flux tendency is also 

located toward the forward end of the system, slightly leading the PV maximum. At F36, 

the nonadvective PV tendencies no longer appear to aid the system’s forward motion, as 

the positive PV tendencies are generally collocated with the PV tower, while the 

advective tendencies noticeably extend toward the leading edge of the system. The 

positive PV tendencies are consistent with the (negative of the) slope of the absolute 

vorticity vector, due to the increasing vertical shear in the vicinity of the convective 

system (cf. Figs. 3.7a, 3.9a, 3.10a). By this forecast time, it is clear that the forward 

motion of the convective system is at least somewhat more attributable to advective 

tendencies than it is to nonadvective tendencies. 

 In order to provide an independent check of the result that the S1 UC system 

moved largely via advection, a cursory calculation was performed. A rough estimate of  

average low-level wind speed was calculated by averaging the observed 850-hPa wind 

speeds found along the UC system, and a rough estimate of system motion was calculated 

by tracing maximum radar echoes in time. Though the caluculations are inexact, it was 
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found that the low-level wind speed average roughly matched the average speed at which 

the observed squall line moved (both quantities averaged to be approximately 11-13 m/s 

over a 12-h period). This confirms that advection was likely the strongest contributor to 

forward motion for this case (though clearly not acting in isolation from propagative and 

nonadvective effects).  

 To extend this finding to the hypothesis discussed in the previous sections, it is 

important to point out that momentum transport as previously discussed is an advective 

process (that is, the downward transport of momentum accelerates the line in an 

advective sense). This may be the reason that the advective PV tendencies were more 

accountable for the convective motion later in the WRF20 simulation than earlier; that is, 

the model may be better equipped to handle the momentum transport as time progresses 

and the precipitation does not depend as heavily on the CP scheme. Furthermore, as 

discussed in section 1.3.3., explicit precipitation forecasts often lead to gridcell 

overturning, a process that transports momentum from upper-levels to the surface1. This 

idea presents many possibilities and will be explored further in the future. 

As has been found in comparing the WRF4 explicit run to those that relied on a 

CP scheme, only the explicit run came close to representing a system movement speed 

close to that which was observed. Therefore, it is hypothesized that, were a suitable PV 

budget able to be performed on the 4-km output, advective tendencies may dominate 

even more due to the inclusion of the momentum adjustment process relative to their 

contribution seen here.  

 
                                                 
1 However, momentum does not “mix” in the same sense as most other variables (e.g. Gallus and Johnson, 
Gao et al. 1990)  
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3.5 Summary 

The 31 Dec 2002 – 01 Jan 2003 event is a S1 event in a large downstream model 

QPF error resulted when the operational Eta model was unable to accurately predict the 

movement of the UC system, as well as the associated LLJ and moisture fields. The 

operational Eta model forecasts showed a precipitation system that moved too slowly and 

generated too much precipitation downstream, resulting in a large model QPF false alarm 

in the northeastern GA/western and central NC/SC/VA region.  

Accurate operational Eta forecasts of the upper-level low and surface front reveal 

that the operational model forecast erred the most with respect to convective movement, 

not the movement of the entire system. An experimental 4-km explicit WRF model run 

shows that when the CP scheme is shut off and the model is run at a resolution high 

enough to resolve convective motions (e.g. Weisman et al. 1997), a more accurate 

forecast of convective system movement results, and the downstream QPF improves as 

well.  

It is hypothesized that CP schemes cannot presently realistically propagate 

convection due at least partially to the lack convective momentum adjustment from upper 

levels toward the surface. While CP schemes do contain hydrometeor, temperature, and 

moisture tendency fields, they are currently not designed to account for the transfer of 

momentum from upper to lower levels2 in the vicinity of a convective system. If this 

hypothesis is correct, then it is reasonable to suggest that only model forecasts employing 

explicit convection can realistically account for the impact that a fast-moving, low-level 

                                                 
2 Though CP schemes do not account for the transport of momentum from low levels to upper levels either, 
the transfer of momentum from upper to lower levels is believed to be of greater importance with respect to 
convective system motion as discussed here.  
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momentum-driven convective system might have on the surrounding environment, 

including the downstream precipitation field. This hypothesis will be the focus of future 

investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3.1. Severe weather reports as reported by the Storm Prediction Center for 
31 Dec 2002. 
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Figure 3.2. Radar mosaic imagery valid at: (a) 12 UTC 31 Dec; (b) 15 UTC 31 Dec (due to missing data, image obtained from NCDC online NEXRAD 
radar archive); (c) 18 UTC 31 Dec; (d) 21 UTC 31 Dec; (e) 00 UTC 1 Jan; (f) 03 UTC 1 Jan; (g) 06 UTC 1 Jan; (h) 09 UTC 1 Jan; (i) 12 UTC 1 Jan.  

a. c.

d. e. f.
12 UTC 31 Dec 18 UTC 31 Dec

21 UTC 31 Dec 00 UTC 1 Jan 03 UTC 1 Jan

06 UTC 1 Jan

15 UTC 31 Dec 

09 UTC 1 Jan 12 UTC 1 Jan

g. h. i.

b.
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Figure 3.3 (a) 24-h total precipitation forecast ending 00 UTC 02 Jan by operational Eta model (mm, shaded as in colorbar in 
lower right corner; (b) 24-h NARR analysis precipitation totals ending 00 UTC 02 Jan (mm, shaded as in colorbar in lower right 
corner.)

a. b.
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Figure 3.4. Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) analysis synoptic summary for 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002: (a) 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 
12 dam) and isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 500-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity (x10^-5s^-1 , shaded as in 
legend at right of panel); (c) 850-hPa potential temperature (dashed contours, interval 2K ), 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 12 dam), and 850-hPa 
mixing ratio (shaded, interval 2 g/kg, values below 6 g/kg omitted); (d) sea level pressure (solid contours, interval 2 hPa) and 2-m temperature (dashed contours, 
interval 2C).

a. b.

c. d.
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 3.5. As in Fig. 3.4, except for 00 UTC 01 Jan 2003.
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Figure 3.6. As in Fig. 3.4, except for 12 UTC 01 Jan 2003.

b.a.

c. d.
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Figure 3.7. Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) analysis mesoscale summary for 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference 
(solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, 
shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of 
panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 850-hPa moisture flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows). 

a. b.

c. d.
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*

*

Figure 3.8. (a) NEXRAD radar reflectivity at 12 UTC 31 Dec; (b) observed FFC sounding at 12 UTC 31 Dec; (c) observed JAX sounding at 12 UTC 31 Dec.
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Figure 3.9. As in Fig. 3.7, except for 00 UTC 01 Jan 2003. 

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.10. As in Fig. 3.8, except for 12 UTC 01 Jan 2003.

a. b.

c. d.
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12 UTC 31 Dec 18 UTC 31 Dec 00 UTC 1 Jan 06 UTC 1 Jan 12 UTC 1 Jan

NARR
(Row A)

Eta 211
(Row B)

Figure 3.11. (Row A) (from left to right): NARR 6-h precipitation analyses ending at 12 UTC 31 Dec, 18 UTC 31 Dec, 00 UTC 01 Jan, 06 UTC 01 Jan, 12 UTC 01 Jan, respectively; (Row B) as in (Row A) 
except for operational Eta forecast; (Row C) as in (Row A) except for MM5 KF model simulation; (Row D) as in (Row A) except for WRF20 forecast; (Row E) as in (Row A) except for WRF4 forecast.

MM5 KF
  (Row C)

WRF20
 (Row D)

WRF4
(Row E)
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Figure 3.12. Difference field between Eta 211 24-h QPF and NARR analysis 24-h total 
from 24-h period ending 00 UTC 02 Jan (mm, shaded as in legend at left of panel).
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Figure 3.13. (a) 6-h total precipitation forecast by operational Eta model ending 12 UTC 1 Jan (mm, shaded as in legend at 
right of panel; (b) 6-h NARR analysis precipitation totals ending 12 UTC 1 Jan (mm, shaded as in legend at right of panel).

a. b.
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Figure 3.14. Operational Eta 12-h forecast valid 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002: (a) 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 12 dam) and isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at 
right of panel); (b) 500-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity ( , shaded as in legend at right of panel); (c) 850-hPa potential temperature (dashed contours, 
interval 2K ), 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 12 dam), and 850-hPa mixing ratio (shaded, interval 2 g/kg, values below 6 g/kg omitted); (d) sea level pressure (solid 
contours, interval 2 hPa), 2-m temperature (dashed contours, interval 2C), and 6-h accumulated precipitation (mm, shaded as in legend at left of panel) ending 12 UTC 31 Dec.

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.15. As in Fig. 3.14 except for 24-h forecast valid 00 UTC 1 Jan.

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.16. As in Fig. 3.14 except for 36-h forecast valid 12 UTC 1 Jan.

a. b.

c. d.
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 3.17. Operational Eta 12-h forecast valid 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference (solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values 
omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa 
winds (kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 850-hPa 
moisture flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows). 
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 3.18. As in Fig. 3.17 except for 24-h forecast valid 00 UTC 1 Jan. 
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Figure 3.19. As in Fig. 3.17 except for 36-h forecast valid 12 UTC 1 Jan.

a. b.

c. d.
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a. b.

c.

Figure 3.20. (a) 24-h Eta model forecast total QPF ending 
00 UTC 02 Jan (mm, shaded as in legend at right of panel); 
(b) as in (a) except NARR analysis; (c) as in (a) except for 
WRF4 forecast.
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Figure 3.21. WRF4 12-h forecast valid 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference (solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values 
omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 
850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 
850-hPa moisture flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows). 

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.22. As in Fig. 3.21 except for 24-h forecast valid 00 UTC 1 Jan.

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.23. (a) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 4 dam), 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs), and 
850-hPa isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel) for Eta analysis valid 00 UTC 1 Jan; (b) 850-hPa 
moisture flux magnitude (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors 
(arrows) for Eta analysis valid 00 UTC 1 Jan; (c) as in (a), except for 12-h Eta forecast; (d) as in (b), except for 
12-h Eta forecast, (e) as in (a), except for 12-h WRF4 forecast, (f) as in (b), except for 12-h WRF4 forecast.

a. b.

c. d.

e. f.
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 3.24. As in Fig. 3.21 except for 36-h forecast valid 12 UTC 1 Jan.
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Figure 3.25. (a) 800–900-hPa PV (PVU, shaded as in 
legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa parameterized latent 
heating (solid contours, K day-1) for 12-h forecast valid 12 
UTC 31 Dec; (b) as in (a) except for 24-h forecast valid 00 
UTC 01 Jan; (c) as in (a) except for 36-h forecast valid 12 
UTC 01 Jan. Solid line A-A’ in (a) denotes cross-section 
shown in Fig. 3.28, solid line B-B’ in (b) denotes cross-
section shown in Fig. 3.29, solid line C-C’ in (b) denotes 
cross-section shown in Fig. 3.32, and solid line D-D’ in (c) 
denotes cross-section shown in Fig. 3.34c.

A’

D’

C’

B’
A

D

C

B
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Figure 3.26. PV budget summary for 12 UTC 31 Dec: (a) 800–900-hPa PV (PVU, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa horizontal advective PV ten-
dency (contour interval 1 PVU day-1, red (blue) contours correspond to positive (negative) values); (b) as in (a) except for the vertical advective PV tendency; (c) as 
in (a) except for nonadvective PV tendency; (d) as in (a) except for total PV tendency. 

a. b.

c. d.
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Figure 3.27. As in Fig. 3.26 except for 00 UTC 01 Jan. 

a. b.

c. d.
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Fig. 3.28. Cross section taken along line A-A’ in Fig. 3.25a valid at 12 UTC 31 Dec showing parameterized latent heating 
(K day-1, shaded as in legend at bottom of panel), PV (solid contours, PVU), and absolute vorticity vectors (arrows). 
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Figure 3.29. As in Fig. 3.28 except cross-section taken along line B-B’ in Fig. 3.25b and valid at 00 UTC 01 Jan. 
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Figure 3.30. 	Cross section taken along line A-A’ in Fig. 3.25a valid at 12 UTC 31 Dec showing PV (solid contours, 
PVU), absolute vorticity vectors (arrows), and section-normal wind speed (kt, shaded as in legend at bottom of panel)
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Figure 3.31. As in Fig. 3.30 except cross-section taken along line B-B’ in Fig. 3.25b and valid at 00 UTC 01 Jan.
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Figure 3.32. As in Fig. 3.31 except cross-section taken along line C-C’ in Fig. 3.25b.
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Figure 3.33. (a) Cross section taken along line A-A’ in 
Fig. 3.25a valid at 12 UTC 31 Dec showing PV 
(PVU, shaded as in legend at bottom of panel), non-
advective PV tendency (contour interval 1 PVU day-1, 
solid (dashed) lines denote positive (negative) values), 
and non-advective PV flux vectors (arrows); (b) as in 
(a) except cross-section taken along line B-B’ in Fig. 
3.25b and valid at 00 UTC 01 Jan; (c) as in (a) except 
cross-section taken along line D-D’ in Fig. 3.25c and 
valid at 12 UTC 01 Jan.

F36

F24F12a. b.

c.
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F12 F24

F36

Figure 3.34. As in Fig. 3.33 except for advective 
PV tendency. 

c.

b.a.
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4. Scenario 2: 13 – 14 January 2005 

 

4.1 Introduction/event summary 

The case chosen to represent Scenario 2 (S2) occurred on 13 – 14 Jan 2005. A 

slow-moving cold front produced large amounts of precipitation as it passed through the 

middle and eastern parts of the US (Figs. 4.1, 4.2).  Along with high precipitation totals, 

the system also produced severe weather. 11 tornado reports, 3 hail reports, and 100 high 

wind reports were recorded by the Storm Prediction Center (SPC) for this event (Fig. 

4.3). 

With respect to QPF, this case can be described as a model QPF “miss” for parts 

of the Southeast and Mid-Atlantic regions of the US, as precipitation amounts were 

significantly under-forecasted by operational models at certain times and locations (e.g. 

Fig. 4.4). The purpose of this analysis is to investigate the source of model error for this 

case, as well as to examine this case in the context of being a “counter-example” to the 

S1 case study event, in which UC appears to have decreased downstream precipitation 

amounts. The distinction is important, as conventional forecast wisdom generally implies 

that UC systematically decreases the downstream precipitation and that the downstream 

QPF should thus be reduced in the presence of UC. The analysis of this case will examine 

the possibility that the opposite may sometimes be true, given a certain type of storm 

environment. Analyses and operational model forecasts for this case are summarized in 

the following sections. 
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4.2. Event analysis 

4.2.1 Observational analysis  

4.2.1.1 Synoptic scale analysis 

Figures 4.5 − 4.9 show the Eta 211 analysis fields from 00 UTC 13 Jan to 00 UTC 

15 Jan at 12-h intervals. As in Chapter 3, these plots show the evolution of the system at 

250 hPa, 500 hPa, 850 hPa, and the surface. At the 00 UTC 13 Jan, a large-amplitude 

upper-level trough is moving across the Midwest US, evident at both 250 hPa and 500 

hPa (Fig. 4.5a,b). Southwesterly low-level flow dominates over the Southeast US at 850 

hPa, as well as ahead of the surface cold front (Fig. 4.5c,d). The analysis in Fig. 4.6a, 

valid 12 UTC 13 Jan, shows that at the 250-hPa level, the maximum winds of the jet 

stream extend from the Pacific Northwest southward through northern Mexico, and re-

curve northward toward Lake Superior, lifting toward the northeast. In Fig. 4.6b a 

shortwave 500-hPa trough is centered over eastern Oklahoma, and southerly flow at 850-

hPa is evident over the Southeast US in Fig. 4.6c. At the surface (Fig. 4.6d), a cold front 

and its associated large area of precipitation extend northeast-southwest from around the 

western Great Lakes (not shown) to Mississippi, aligning favorably with the right 

entrance region of the 250-hPa jet stream shown in Fig. 4.6a.  

Figure 4.2e shows the location of the convective line at 00 UTC 14 Jan. By this 

time, the 250-hPa jet core has moved eastward and continues to show signs of lifting, as a 

strongly confluent pattern aloft becomes evident over the Northeast (Fig 4.7a). At the 

500-hPa level, the shortwave noted at 12 UTC 13 Jan has weakened considerably, 

consistent with the lifting trough (Fig 4.7b), and at the 850-hPa level, the trough has 

moved eastward, and strong southerly flow is prominent ahead of it (Fig. 4.7c). The band 
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of precipitation remains well intact and aligned with the main surface trough, which has 

likewise moved significantly eastward from 12 UTC 13 Jan (Fig. 4.7d).  The alignment 

of the precipitation relative to the surface cold front in Fig. 4.7d shows the anafront 

structure that differentiates this case from the more katafrontal type of event examined in 

the previous chapter.   

By 12 UTC 14 Jan (Fig. 4.8), the main jet energy is located to the north and east 

of the Great Lakes region, extending southward approximately along the Appalachian 

Mountains (Fig. 4.8a). This configuration places the Southeast US near the right entrance 

region of the jet, and in a region of large upper-level divergence (Fig. 4.10). At the 500-

hPa level the main trough is not as deep as 24 hours prior, and the associated vorticity 

maximum is much weaker, consistent with a lifting trough structure (Fig. 4.8b). The flow 

at 850 hPa has switched to a more northerly direction behind the system, but is still 

southwesterly over the eastern Carolinas, providing moisture to the region along and east 

of the front, where precipitation remains heavy (Figs. 4.8c and 4.8d). Figure 4.9 depicts 

the evolution of the system as it moved off the East Coast, showing that both the upper 

trough and surface cold front lift off toward the northeast. As described above, Fig. 4.10 

elucidates the divergence associated with the right entrance region of the lifting jet steak 

that appears to be important to the dynamics of this case.     

 

4.2.1.2 Mesoscale/Convective scale/Storm scale analysis 

In order to focus more on the system and near-system environment, Figures 4.11 

− 4.15 show analyses of parameters and diagnostics illustrative of moisture and 

instability characteristics in the lower troposphere. At the onset of the event, the system 
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environment reveals a moderately strong LLJ and moisture flux signature located along 

the convective line, oriented northeastward from the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 4.11). The 

analysis in Fig 4.12a (valid at 12 UTC 13 Jan) shows moderate instability ahead of the 

southern portion of the convective line, coupled with significant low-level shear along the 

frontal zone. Figure 4.12b shows that most lower-tropospheric PV is concentrated in the 

stable zone behind the surface front, though a region of larger PV does begin to extend 

into eastern LA at this time. This region of PV may be diabatically-driven, as convection 

was active in this area at this time. This possibility and its implications will be explored 

further later in this chapter. The 850-hPa isotachs show that the axis of maximum winds 

is found along, and just ahead of, the convective line (Fig. 4.12c), and that the LLJ winds 

are in excess of 75 kts in some localized areas, such as over TN. Moisture flux fields at 

12 UTC 13 Jan show two maxima of moisture flux; one just ahead of the southern end of 

the convective line, and the other to the north, over OH (Fig. 4.12d). 

 12 hours later at 00 UTC 14 Jan, instability is still present over much of the 

Southeast US, ahead of the convective line, and the area of maximum shear remains 

aligned with the surface front (Fig. 4.13a). A low-level PV maximum remains associated 

with the region of stable air behind the front, but Fig. 4.13b shows that the small area of 

PV ahead of the front has expanded in size. The maximum values of moisture flux 

magnitude have also become more concentrated along the southern end of the convective 

line, particularly over the FL panhandle and central NC/SC (Fig. 4.13d). Observed 

soundings at this time show moderate instability and strong LLJ winds around the 850-

hPa level in the prefrontal air mass (Fig. 4.14).  
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By 12 UTC 14 Jan, the convective line has moved farther eastward, and extends 

along much of the East Coast (Fig. 4.2g). At 12 UTC 14 Jan, most convective instability 

is concentrated along the Gulf Stream and over the Gulf of Mexico, and low-level shear 

remains greatest along the surface frontal zone, though a region of lower shear values is 

evident over SC (Fig. 4.15a).  The PV field still shows large PV values in the stable air 

mass behind the front, but also reveals an area of large PV (likely of diabatic origin)  

along and ahead of the leading convective edge (Fig. 4.15b). Figure 4.15c shows that by 

12 UTC 14 Jan, the core of the 850-hPa LLJ has moved offshore and is still oriented 

immediately ahead of the convective line.  Finally, moisture flux magnitudes also remain 

maximized immediately ahead of the convective line, but with a local maximum east of 

SC, and another along the more northern portion of the line (Fig. 4.15d). As the system 

moves offshore, moisture flux magnitudes decrease over the Southeast, and a more stable 

air mass settles in behind the exiting system (Fig. 4.16).  

 

4.2.2 Analysis of operational forecast 

4.2.2.1 Assessment of Eta QPF 

An accurate assessment of the operational model QPF is difficult for this case, as 

no easily-adaptable gridded analysis dataset exists. (The NARR dataset used in the S1 

case study is not yet available for 2005). However, pre-plotted images downloaded from 

the National Precipitation Verification Unit (NPVU) can be roughly compared to Eta 

model QPF plots, despite less-than-optimal mapping areas and temporal resolutions.   

Figure 4.17 shows these NPVU images, which can be roughly compared to the Eta model 
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QPF plots in Fig. 4.18. While it is a relatively imprecise method of comparison, several 

observations can be made.  

First, it can be said that at many times, model forecasts and analyses are in 

general agreement, particularly from 00 UTC 13 Jan – 06 UTC 14 Jan (cf. Figs. 4.17a-f, 

4.18a-f). This agreement is a significant difference from the S1 case study, in which an 

obvious model forecast false alarm was evident. However, the 6-h period ending 12 UTC 

14 Jan featured a significant model QPF error (cf. Figs. 4.17g, 4.18g). The Eta model 

forecast significantly under-predicted precipitation during this period, which is also 

shown in the observation vs. model forecast comparison in Fig 4.4. This 6-h interval 

seems to be the crucial period during which to examine the possibility that the UC may 

have enhanced the downstream precipitation over certain areas for this case.  

The operational Eta model forecasts are summarized and compared with Eta 

model analyses in the following two sections.  

 

4.2.2.2 Eta synoptic scale forecast fields 

Figures 4.19 − 4.22 show the operational Eta 211 forecasts from the 00 UTC 13 

Jan run, valid at 12-h intervals from 12 UTC 13 Jan – 00 UTC 15 Jan. Large-scale 

differences between the analyses and the forecasts can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.6 − 

4.9 to Figs. 4.19 − 4.22, respectively.  

By comparing Fig. 4.6a to Fig. 4.19a, it is evident that the 12-h forecast at 250 

hPa under-predicts the maximum winds of the jet stream over Nevada/Arizona/N. 

Mexico, as well as slightly under-forecasts the winds over the western Great Lakes and 

southern Ontario. While the 500-hPa and 850-hPa forecast features match analyses to a 
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reasonable degree at this time, the surface trough is more progressive in the forecast as 

compared to the analysis (cf. Figs. 4.19d, Fig. 4.6d).  

Comparing the 24-h forecast valid 00 UTC 14 Jan to the analysis fields (cf. Fig. 

4.7, Fig. 4.20) shows that one obvious difference at this time was found at the 500-hPa 

level. Relative to Fig. 4.7b, Fig. 4.20b shows a more elongated region of absolute 

vorticity throughout the trough axis, while Fig. 4.7b shows a more consolidated region of 

absolute vorticity over southern Illinois. At the 850-hPa and surface level, the forecast 

matches the analysis reasonably well, with the pressure, temperature and precipitation 

fields all in overall agreement (cf. Figs 4.7c,d, 4.9c,d). 

By 12 UTC 14 Jan, a large forecast/analysis difference is still seen at the 500-hPa 

level, where the vorticity maximum in the forecast is significantly weaker and located 

more to the north than observed in the analysis (cf. Figs. 4.8b, 4.21b). The forecast at the 

250- and 850-hPa levels appear to be well-matched with analyses, while at the surface, 

the forecasted low-pressure trough appears to lag slightly toward the west relative to the 

analysis.  

The system has exited the East Coast by 00 UTC 15 Jan, though the forecast is 

slightly too fast with the eastward movement of the upper trough feature, as the analyzed 

250-hPa winds remain stronger over much of the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic US relative 

to the forecasted values (cf. Figs. 4.9a, 4.22a). Furthermore, the vorticity maximum is 

still marked at 500-hPa in the analysis at this time, while it is significantly weaker in the 

48-h forecast (cf. Figs. 4.9b, 4.22b). At the 850-hPa and surface levels, the forecasted 

system is located slightly eastward of that in the analyses (cf. Figs. 4.9c,d, 4.22c,d).  

Further differences will be explored at a smaller scale in the following section.  
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4.2.2.3 Eta mesoscale forecast fields 

 Figs. 4.23 − 4.26 compare model forecasts to the analyses using same fields as 

those plotted in Figs. 4.12 , 4.13, 4.15, and 4.16. While most forecast fields appear to be 

in general agreement with the analyses, there are several features and model errors that 

may be of importance. First, the forecast valid at 12 UTC 13 Jan reveals a different low-

level PV and moisture flux pattern (Figs. 4.23b,d), as the forecast had a more defined PV 

maximum and a more concentrated region of moisture flux along eastern KY/TN than is 

observed in the analyses (Figs. 4.12b,d). The LLJ at this time appears to be well-

forecasted (cf. Figs. 4.12c, 4.23c).   

At 00 UTC 14 Jan, analyses (Fig. 4.13) show stronger shear and instability than 

was forecast (cf. Figs. 4.13a, 4.24a). Furthermore, the low-level PV signature is also 

stronger overall and the easternmost edge of the maximum is located slightly farther east 

than was forecast (cf. Figs. 4.13b, 4.24b). The low-level jet is underpredicted by 5-10 kts 

over much of NC/SC (cf. Figs. 4.13c, 4.24c) and the moisture flux forecast (Fig. 4.24d) 

underpredicted the strength of the analyzed moisture flux over central NC/SC (Fig. 

4.13d).   

By 12 UTC 14 Jan, the system was beginning to move off of the East Coast, and 

the largest model errors relative to the analyses are found again in the PV and moisture 

flux fields. The model PV forecast (Fig. 4.25b) did not depict the double-barreled 

structure evident in the analysis (Fig. 4.15b), and the forecasted moisture flux (Fig. 

4.25d) was under-predicted relative to the analysis (Fig. 4.15d). 
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Finally, by 00 UTC 15 Jan the system has almost completely moved off of the 

East Coast, though differences between the model forecast and the analysis persist in the 

moisture flux fields (cf. Figs. 16d, 26d). The analyzed moisture flux field at this time 

reveals a much stronger maximum of flux magnitudes over the Atlantic Ocean, though 

the other fields at this time do appear to be generally well-forecasted.   

 

4.2.2.4 Other forecast considerations  

As shown in Fig. 4.3, this storm system was a prolific producer of severe weather. 

In addition to the tornadoes, hail, and wind damage reported, heavy rainfall also proved 

to be an important forecasting consideration (Waldstreicher and Figurskey 2005, personal 

communication). 

Beyond the heavy precipitation, hail, and tornadoes, yet another forecast concern 

was the potential for the strong LLJ winds to mix down to the surface. This was an 

important consideration in the severe weather forecast process, and the possibility of 

damaging surface winds became more likely as the LLJ winds increased. While it is 

beyond the scope of this research, it is worthwhile to note that this issue may be common 

to S2 events, as similar event from 01 Dec 2004 presented the same threat (Brennan et 

al., in preparation.)  Though this case is not discussed further here, it provides a good 

example of a system in which strong LLJ winds mixed to the surface to create a severe 

weather threat in some places, while in other places the strong winds remained safely 

above the surface stable layer. An important consideration for this case, the diabatic 

contribution to the strength of the LLJ (discussed in section 4.3) is difficult for models to 

accurately represent unless the QPF and UC are well forecast. This mixing of the LLJ 
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process is beyond the scope of this study, though future research may be undertaken to 

examine this important problem and its implications for severe weather forecasting.  

 

4.3 Numerical simulations  

 In order to diagnose the diabatic contribution of the convective line to the LLJ, a 

piecewise QGPV inversion technique was utilized following Lackmann (2002). This 

exercise will allow a quantitative estimate to be made regarding the degree to which the 

UC feature may have enhanced the system’s associated LLJ, thereby possibly increasing 

the amount of downstream precipitation. As the operational Eta model did not represent 

the period of heavy precipitation over the Southeast US for the 6-h period ending 12 UTC 

14 Jan, the WRF model was used to obtain a model forecast that better represented this 

period of precipitation enhancement. The WRF model forecast output used for this 

procedure is described below. 

 

4.3.1 WRF control run 

 The WRF model forecast used for the PV budget and PV inversion is described in 

detail in Chapter 2. The following sections assess the WRF model forecast and compare 

it to the observations and analyses described in the preceding sections. Section 4.4 will 

examine the results of the PV diagnostics and will discuss their implications for this case.  
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4.3.2 Assessment of WRF control run 

In order to compare the WRF forecast for the 13 −14 Jan 2005 event to analyses, 

4-panel plots analogous to those previously discussed are presented. QPF, as well as 

synoptic and mesoscale forecast fields are evaluated and discussed below.  

 

4.3.2.1 Assessment of WRF QPF 

 Figure 4.27 shows the 6-h QPF from the WRF forecast, which can be (somewhat 

awkwardly) compared to corresponding panels in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18, which show the 

NPVU precipitation analyses and Eta QPF, respectively. Though the NPVU analyses are 

rather coarse (32-km gridspacing), it can be seen that overall, the WRF precipitation 

forecast is adequate with respect to time, amount, and location. This remains true even 

during the 12 UTC 14 Jan time period in which the operational Eta QPF was relatively 

poor (cf. Figs. 4.17g, 4.18g, 4.27g). Furthermore, comparison of the WRF QPF fields to 

radar observations (cf. Figs. 4.2, 4.27) shows that the movement and the location of the 

leading convective line of the UC feature as represented by the WRF forecast and as 

observed by radar are in close agreement.   

Perhaps a more revealing comparison can be made by comparing the WRF QPF 

plots to those of the operational Eta model (cf. Figs. 4.18, 4.27). Many of the most 

obvious differences between Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.18 can be attributed to the difference in 

resolution between the operational Eta model forecast (~80 km projection) and the WRF 

forecast (20 km), however, there are some notable differences in QPF between the two 

runs.  In particular, it can again be noted that the WRF QPF appears to be considerably 
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more accurate at the 12 UTC 14 Jan time, better representing the area of heavy 

precipitation over central NC/SC relative to the Eta QPF (Fig. 4.28). 

 

4.3.2.2 WRF synoptic forecast features 

 Figures 4.29 − 4.31 show the WRF forecasts at 00 UTC 14 Jan (F012), 12 UTC 

14 Jan (F024), and 00 UTC 15 Jan (F036), respectively. (Eta model analyses valid at 

these same times are shown in Figs. 4.7 − 4.9.)  

 It should again be noted that the difference in resolution of the Eta analyses used 

here and WRF forecasts causes the character of most forecast features to appear quite 

different, even if they are showing essentially the same forecast signal. Aside from these 

resolution-based differences, there is some variation between the runs that appears to be 

significant. First, at 00 UTC 14 Jan, the forecasted western branch of the jet stream (Fig. 

4.29a) is about 25 kt too weak as compared to the analysis (Fig. 4.7a).   

At 12 UTC 14 Jan, the jet stream is beginning to lift along the East Coast, placing 

much of the Southeast US in a region of significant upper-divergence (cf. Figs. 4.8a, 

4.30a). The representation of this upper-divergence in the WRF and operational Eta 

forecasts is compared to the Eta analysis in Fig. 4.32. The Eta model clearly 

underpredicts this feature over NC/SC, while the WRF divergence field may be slightly 

overforecasted (though the true difference is ambiguous due to the differing resolutions). 

The overall spatial distribution of the WRF upper-divergence forecast is superior to that 

of the operational Eta forecast (particularly with respect to the area of divergence over the 

central and eastern Carolinas) at this time. Furthermore, at 12 UTC 14 Jan, the magnitude 

of the vorticity maximum at 500 hPa is slightly overforecasted (cf. Figs. 4.8b, 4.30b) by 
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the WRF run, though the significance of this could again be arguably ascribed to 

resolution issues. At this time the amplitude of the 850-hPa trough is also overforecasted 

by the WRF (cf. Figs. 4.8c, 4.30c).   

Perhaps the most important feature at 00 UTC 15 Jan is associated with the 500-

hPa shortwave and associated vorticity maximum (cf. Figs. 4.9b, 4.31b). Other than the 

character of the feature being different (likely due to resolution differences), the WRF 

forecast is fairly accurate, compared with the erroneous operational forecast at this time, 

in which the vorticity maximum is not as strong (Fig. 4.33). It is possible that this weaker 

feature in the operational forecast may have played a role in the poor operational QPF 

around this time.  

 

4.3.2.3 WRF mesoscale forecast features 

 Figures 4.34 − 4.36 show WRF forecasts of the mesoscale-type quantities (of 

which analogous analyses are plotted in Figs. 4.13, 4.15, and 4.16). It should be noted, 

though, that the two sets of plots are not directly comparable for several reasons. First, as 

noted above, the different grid spacing of the operational Eta analyses/forecasts and WRF 

forecasts causes the character of certain features to appear quite different, even if the 

essence of the forecast is the same. Due to resolution issues with mesoscale features in 

particular, the 80-km Eta analysis shown here is likely not the best source for verification 

of the WRF forecast. Second, the WRF output does not extrapolate winds below the 

surface, therefore there are regions over the Appalachian Mountains where no shear 

values are plotted.  
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 These minor issues aside, there are some important considerations that result from 

a comparison of the WRF forecasts to Eta analyses.  At 00 UTC 14 Jan, the WRF forecast 

(Fig. 4.34) appears quite different from the Eta analysis (Fig. 4.13). One stark distinction 

between the two figures can be seen in the low-level PV field (cf. Figs. 4.13b, 4.34b), as 

the WRF forecast resolves a thin line of high PV air associated with the leading edge of 

the convective line. Such a representation is missing, or at best greatly smoothed over, in 

the Eta analysis. Another significant difference between the two plots is that the WRF 

moisture flux forecast appears to be under-predicted along the FL panhandle and central 

NC/SC, relative to the analysis (cf. Figs. 4.13d, 4.34d).  

 At 12 UTC 14 Jan, the WRF forecast of the low-level PV maintains its distinct 

leading band of PV (Fig. 4.35b). The LLJ is under-forecasted by the WRF model in the 

area off of the Mid-Atlantic coast in the WRF run (cf. Figs. 4.15c, 4.35c), though it is still 

stronger than in the operational Eta run (not shown). At this time, the WRF moisture flux 

forecast appears to be relatively accurate compared to the analysis (cf. Figs. 4.15d, 

4.35d). 

 By 00 UTC 15 Jan, the WRF forecast remains in good agreement overall with the 

analysis as the system moves off the East Coast (cf. Figs. 4.16, 4.36). Slight differences 

include stronger flow at the 850-hPa level than that which was analyzed, and the moisture 

flux magnitudes over the Mid-Atlantic are slightly too low in the forecast relative to the 

analyses (cf. Figs. 4.16c,d, 4.36c,d).   
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4.4 PV investigation  

 PV is a useful tool with which to investigate the possibility of the convectively-

driven diabatic enhancement of the LLJ, due to its advantageous properties of 

conservation and invertibility (e.g., Davis and Emanuel 1991). As discussed in Chapter 2, 

the goal of using PV to investigate this event is to quantitatively measure the effects of 

diabatic processes on the enhancement of the LLJ. An enhanced LLJ could in turn 

increase moisture transport ahead of the system, and thereby increase downstream 

precipitation amounts.  

PV budgets are performed so that certain areas of PV may be attributed to 

particular processes or model physics scheme, while an inversion technique is used to 

quantify the impact of these PV “parts” (e.g. Stoelinga 1996).   PV inversion is a 

convenient means by which the impact of diabatic processes on surrounding fields may 

be unambiguously identified and quantified. Specifically, a QGPV inversion is performed 

here to quantify the effect of diabatic heating on the strength of the LLJ and associated 

moisture transport.  

 The methodology used here is described in Chapter 2, and is similar to that used 

in Lackmann (2002).  

 

4.4.1 Ertel PV budget  

In order to identify the contribution of LHR to the low-level PV feature and its 

associated LLJ, a PV budget was performed on the WRF model output. Figure 4.37 

shows the 800−900 hPa PV and LHR configuration at 12 UTC 13 Jan, 00 UTC 14 Jan, 

12 UTC 14 Jan, and 00 UTC 15 Jan. The leading band of large PV is a result of the 
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convective line, which was present over the area at this time (Fig. 4.2), while the PV 

evident to the west of the leading line marks the high stability of the post-frontal air mass. 

Given the placement of the band of large PV and LHR maximum, forecast hours 12 and 

24 (00 UTC 14 Jan and12 UTC 14 Jan, respectively) were chosen for further 

investigation.  

Figures 4.38 and 4.39 show the 850-hPa total PV budgets for F12 and F24, 

respectively. Figure 4.38 shows that while horizontal and vertical advective fluxes are 

active (panels a,b), the nonadvective PV flux (i.e. that created by LHR) (panel c) is the 

dominant player in the overall positive PV tendency (panel d) at the 850-hPa level at this 

time. Likewise in Fig. 4.39, the nonadvective PV flux associated with LHR provides the 

main contribution to the total PV tendency at this time.   

In order to provide perspective on the vertical structure of the PV tendency, Figs. 

4.40 and  4.41 show cross-sections through the UC diabatic PV maximum (taken through 

the lines plotted in Figs. 4.37b,c) that illustrate the relationship of the LHR to the PV, 

with positive PV tendencies generated just below the maximum level of LHR (as would 

be expected from the PV tendency equation discussed in Chapter 2).  Figures 4.42 and 

4.43 show the association of section-normal wind speeds to the PV feature at F12 and 

F24, respectively. From these images, it is clear that the LLJ ahead of the system is 

indeed closely associated with the low-level PV maximum. The effect of the low-level 

maximum on the surrounding wind field will be quantified by the PV inversion discussed 

in the following section.  

In terms of PV tendency, the PV budget yields some insight into why this system 

propagated so slowly (relative to a S1 event). As discussed in Chapter 2, the 
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nonadvective PV tendency is directed opposite the absolute vorticity vector, and thus 

areas of positive PV tendency are found nearly directly below and to the rear of the 

system, following the negative of the absolute vorticity vectors (plotted in Figs. 4.40 and 

4.41).  Figures 4.44 and 4.45 show both the nonadvective and advective PV tendencies, 

from which any signal of forward propagation due to the presence of LHR or advection is 

weak, as seen by the lack of significant positive PV tendencies ahead of the system. In 

order to quantify the effect of LHR on the strength of the LLJ, a PV inversion was 

performed and is discussed in the following section. 

 

4.4.2 QGPV inversion 

4.4.2.1 The use of QGPV 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, the disadvantage of using QGPV relative to Ertel PV is 

a loss of accuracy in strongly curved flows, while the advantage is that it eliminates the 

ambiguity that accompanies the inversion of Ertel PV (Davis 1992b). The use of QGPV 

is appropriate here due to the relatively straight nature of the LLJ feature, although errors 

on the order of 10% − 20% are expected (Hakim et al. 1996, section 3a).  Because the 

goal of this procedure is to estimate the contribution of the low-level PV maximum to the 

strength of the LLJ and the associated moisture transport, this margin of error is 

acceptable. Further justification of the use of QGPV is found by subjectively comparing 

the QGPV and Ertel PV in the lower troposphere (e.g. Fig 4.46), confirming that the 

spatial distributions of the two quantities are sufficiently similar.  
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4.4.2.2 Results of the QGPV inversion 

 The results of the QGPV inversion performed for 00 UTC 14 Jan show that a 

cyclonic signal is found in the corresponding height and wind fields, indicating that the 

band of cyclonic PV associated with the diabatic PV anomaly had a considerable impact 

on its surrounding environment. Figure 4.47a shows the lower-tropospheric diabatic PV 

anomaly associated with the UC is effectively isolated by this method of inversion. 

Figure 4.47b shows the inverted height and wind fields that are a result of the QGPV 

shown in panel (a). The large height anomaly and associated flow shows that the inverted 

QGPV feature induces a considerable deepening of the low pressure system (of up to 5 

hPa in the downstream region), as well as significant southerly flow ahead of the system 

(exceeding 35 kt in the downstream region). The cross-section in Fig. 4.47c shows that 

southeasterly flow in excess of 14m/s is associated with this feature. For the purpose of 

comparison, Fig. 4.47d shows the Ertel PV and the section-normal geostrophic flow. 

While not in perfect agreement, the QGPV in Fig. 4.47a does adequately match the EPV 

in Fig. 4.47d. Figure 4.48 shows the same fields for a cross-section taken further to the 

south. Finally, Fig. 4.49 shows the ratio of the inverted geostrophic wind speed to the 

total geostrophic wind speed. Values exceeding 40% in the downstream area show that 

the UC feature clearly contributed strongly to the southerly LLJ east of the system. The 

findings from the QGPV inversion indicate that the flow associated with the diabatic PV 

feature produced by the UC significantly contributed to the low-level southerly flow that 

helped provide ample moisture to the downstream region.  

The results from the S2 case study are valuable, as this case demonstrates that the 

presence of UC actually may increase the amount of moisture that penetrates the 
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downstream area. This is an important difference from S1, in which the presence of UC 

may act to decrease the availability of moisture and amount of precipitation in the 

downstream area. For this case, however, the PV inversion shows that the UC acts to 

diabatically enhance the LLJ (via mechanism (iii)), which in turn acts to increase the 

amount of downstream precipitation. Therefore, the results prove that the presence of UC 

does not unequivocally reduce downstream moisture and downstream precipitation, as 

was perhaps previously thought.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 4.1. Surface analysis and surface observations from Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (HPC), valid 
0415 UTC 14 Jan 2005, using conventional symbols and notation.
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Figure 4.2. Radar mosaic imagery valid at: (a) 00 UTC 13 Jan; (b) 06 UTC 13 Jan; (c) 12 UTC 13 Jan; (d) 18 UTC 13 Jan; (e) 00 UTC 14 Jan; (f) 06 UTC 14 Jan; (g) 12 UTC 14 Jan; 
(h) 18 UTC 14 Jan; (i) 00 UTC 15 Jan.observations from Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (HPC), valid 0415 UTC 14 Jan 2005, using conventional symbols and notation.

a. 00 UTC 13 Jan b. 06 UTC 13 Jan c. 12 UTC 13 Jan

d. 18 UTC 13 Jan e. 00 UTC 14 Jan f. 06 UTC 14 Jan

g. 12 UTC 14 Jan h. 18 UTC 14 Jan i. 00 UTC 15 Jan
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Figure 4.3. Severe weather reports as reported by the Storm Prediction Center 
for 13 Jan 2005.
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Figure 4.4. 24-h observed precipitation totals (numbers, hundreths of inches) and the operational Eta (initialized 00 UTC 13 Jan) 24-h QPF (inches, solid 
contours), valid 12 UTC 14 Jan.
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Figure 4.5. Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) analysis synoptic summary for 00 UTC 13 Jan 2005: (a) 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 12 dam) and iso-
tachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 500-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity (x 10^-5 s^-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (c) 850-hPa 
potential temperature (dashed contours, interval 2K ), 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam), and 850-hPa mixing ratio (shaded, interval 2 g/kg, values below 6 g/kg 
omitted); (d) sea level pressure (solid contours, interval 2 hPa), 2-m temperature (dashed contours, interval 2C), and mosaic radar imagery (dBz, shaded as in legend at left of panel).

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.6. As in Fig. 4.5 except for 12 UTC 13 Jan. 

a. b.

d.c.
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a. b.

d.c.

Figure 4.7. As in Fig. 4.5 except for 00 UTC 14 Jan.
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Figure 4.8. As in Fig. 4.5 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.9. As in Fig. 4.5 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

a.

d.c.

b.
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Figure 4.10. EDAS 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 12 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at 
right of panel), and divergence (dashed contours, interval 2 x 10-5 s-1) valid 12 UTC 14 Jan. 
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Figure 4.11. Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) analysis mesoscale summary for 00 UTC 13 Jan 2005: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference 
(solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, 
shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of 
panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 850-hPa moisture flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows). 

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.12. As in Fig. 4.11 except for 12 UTC 13 Jan. 

a. b.

d.c.
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c. d.

b.a.

Figure 4.13. As in Fig. 4.11 except for 00 UTC 14 Jan.
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*
*

a.

b. c.

Figure 4.14. (a) NEXRAD radar reflectivity at 00 UTC 14 Jan; (b) observed TLH sounding at 00 UTC 14 Jan; (c) observed CHS sounding at 00 UTC 14 Jan.
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a. b.

d.c.

Figure 4.15. As in Fig. 4.11 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.
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Figure 4.16. As in Fig. 4.11 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.17. 6-h precipitation estimates from the National Precipitation Verification Unit (NPVU) online archive valid for 6-h period: (a) 00 UTC 13 Jan; (b) 
06 UTC 13 Jan; (c) 12 UTC 13 Jan; (d) 18 UTC 13 Jan; (e) 00 UTC 14 Jan; (f) 06 UTC 14 Jan; (g) 12 UTC 14 Jan; (h) 18 UTC 14 Jan; (i) 00 UTC 15 Jan. 

a. 00 UTC 13 Jan b. 06 UTC 13 Jan c. 12 UTC 13 Jan

d. 18 UTC 13 Jan e. 00 UTC 14 Jan f. 06 UTC 14 Jan

g. 12 UTC 14 Jan h. 18 UTC 14 Jan i. 00 UTC 15 Jan
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Figure 4.18. 6-h QPFs from operational 
Eta model initialized 00 UTC 13 Jan, 
valid for 6-h period ending:  (a) (omitted; 
no QPF at F000); (b) 06 UTC 13 Jan; (c) 
12 UTC 13 Jan; (d) 18 UTC 13 Jan; (e) 
00 UTC 14 Jan; (f) 06 UTC 14 Jan; (g) 12 
UTC 14 Jan; (h) 18 UTC 14 Jan; (i) 00 
UTC 15 Jan.

b. 06 UTC 13 Jan c. 12 UTC 13 Jan

d. 18 UTC 13 Jan e. 00 UTC 14 Jan f. 06 UTC 14 Jan 

g. 12 UTC 14 Jan h. 18 UTC 14 Jan i. 00 UTC 15 Jan 
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a. b.

d.c.

Figure 4.19. Operational Eta 12-h forecast valid 12 UTC 13 Jan 2005: (a) 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 12 dam) and isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at 
right of panel); (b) 500-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity (x10^-5 s^-1 , shaded as in legend at right of panel); (c) 850-hPa potential temperature (dashed 
contours, interval 2K ), 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam), and 850-hPa mixing ratio (shaded, interval 2 g/kg, values below 6 g/kg omitted); (d) sea level pressure 
(solid contours, interval 2 hPa), 2-m temperature (dashed contours, interval 2C), and 6-h accumulated precipitation (mm, shaded as in legend at left of panel) ending 12 UTC 13 
Jan.
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Figure 4.20. As in Fig. 4.19 except for 00 UTC 14 Jan. 

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.21. As in Fig. 4.19 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.

c. d.

b.a.
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Figure 4.22. As in Fig. 4.19 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.23. Operational Eta 12-h forecast valid 12 UTC 13 Jan 2005: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference (solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values 
omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa winds 
(kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 850-hPa moisture 
flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows).

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.24. As in Fig. 4.23 except for 00 UTC 14 Jan. 

c. d.

b.a.
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Figure 4.25. As in Fig. 4.23 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.26. As in Fig. 4.23 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

c. d.

b.a.
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Figure 4.27. 6-h QPFs from WRF model forecast. Valid for 6-h period ending:  [(a)-(c) omitted to better match previous precipitation plots] (d) 18 
UTC 13 Jan; (e) 00 UTC 14 Jan; (f) 06 UTC 14 Jan; (g) 12 UTC 14 Jan; (h) 18 UTC 14 Jan; (i) 00 UTC 15 Jan.

d e f

g h

F06: Valid 18 UTC 13 Jan F12: Valid 00 UTC 14 Jan F18: Valid 06 UTC 14 Jan

F24: Valid 12 UTC 14 Jan F30: Valid 18 UTC 14 Jan F36: Valid 00 UTC 15 Jan
i
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a b

c

Figure 4.28 (a) NPVU 6-h precipitation analysis for 6-h period ending 12 UTC 14 Jan (inches, shaded as in legend at right of panels (b) and (c)); (b) as in (a) 
except for operational Eta model QPF; (c) as in (a) except for WRF QPF; (d) 6-h METAR observed precipitation totals (numbers, hundredths of inches)

d
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Figure 4.29. WRF 12-h forecast valid 00 UTC 14 Jan 2005: (a) 250-hPa Geopotential height (solid contours, interval 12 dam) and isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 500-
hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity (x10^-5 s^-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (c) 850-hPa potential temperature (dashed contours, interval 2K ), 850-hPa 
Geopotential height (solid, interval 6 dam), and 850-hPa mixing ratio (shaded, interval 2 g/kg, values below 6 g/kg omitted); (d) sea level pressure (solid contours, interval 2 hPa), 2-m tem-
perature (dashed contours, interval 2C), and 6-h accumulated precipitation (mm, shaded as in legend at left of panel) ending 12 UTC 13 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.30. As in Fig. 4.29 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.31. As in Fig. 4.29 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

c. d.

b.a.
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Figure 4.32. (a) EDAS 250-hPa Geopotential 
height (solid contours, interval 12 dam), isotachs 
(kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel), and 
divergence (dashed contours, interval 2 x 10-5 s-1) 
valid 12 UTC 14 Jan; (b) as in (a) except for opera-
tional Eta model forecast; (c) as in (a) except for 
WRF model forecast. 

c

ba
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Figure 4.33. (a) EDAS 500-hPa Geopotential height 
(solid, interval 6 dam) and vorticity ( , shaded as in 
legend at right of panel) valid 12 UTC 14 Jan; (b) as 
in (a) except for operational Eta model forecast; (c) 
as in (a) except for WRF model forecast.

a b

c
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a. b.

d.c.

Figure 4.34. WRF 12-h forecast valid 00 UTC 14 Jan 2005: (a) 500–950-hPa equivalent potential temperature difference (solid contours, interval 2 K, positive values 
omitted) and 700–950-hPa wind shear (10 kt/m, shaded as in legend at right of panel); (b) 900–800 layer-averaged PV (PVU, shaded  as in legend at right of panel) and 
850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (c) 850-hPa Geopotential height (solid, interval 4 dam), isotachs (kt, shaded as in legend at right of panel), and 850-hPa winds (kt, barbs); (d) 
850-hPa moisture flux (g kg-1 m s-1, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and moisture flux vectors (arrows).
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c. d.

b.a.

Figure 4.35. As in Fig. 4.34 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan.
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Figure 4.36. As in Fig. 4.34 except for 00 UTC 15 Jan.

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.37. (a) 800–900-hPa PV (PVU, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa parameterized latent heating (solid contours, K day-1) for 12-h forecast 
valid 12 UTC 13 Jan; (b) as in (a) except for 12-h forecast valid 00 UTC 14 Jan; (c) as in (a) except for 24-h forecast valid 12 UTC 14 Jan; (d) as in (a) except for 36-
h forecast valid 00 UTC 15 Jan. Solid line A-A’ in (b) denotes cross-section shown in Fig. 4.40 and solid line B-B’ in (c) denotes cross-section shown in Fig. 4.41.

a.

A

B

A’

B’

b.

d.c.
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c. d.

Figure 4.38. PV budget summary for 00 UTC 14 Jan: (a) 800–900-hPa PV (PVU, shaded as in legend at right of panel) and 850-hPa horizontal 
advective PV tendency (contour interval 1 PVU day-1, red (blue) contours correspond to positive (negative) values); (b) as in (a) except for the 
vertical advective PV tendency; (c) as in (a) except for nonadvective PV tendency; (d) as in (a) except for total PV tendency.

b.a.
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Figure 4.39. As in Fig. 38 except for 12 UTC 14 Jan. 

a. b.

d.c.
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Figure 4.40. Cross section taken along line A-A’ in Fig. 4.37b valid at 00 UTC 14 Jan showing parameterized latent heating (K 
day-1, shaded as in legend at bottom of panel), PV (solid contours, PVU), and absolute vorticity vectors (arrows).
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Figure 4.41. As in Fig. 4.40, except cross-section taken along B-B’ in Fig. 4.37c. 
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Figure 4.42. Cross section taken along line A-A’ in Fig. 4.37b valid at 00 UTC 14 Jan showing PV (solid contours, 
PVU), absolute vorticity vectors (arrows), and section-normal wind speed (kt, shaded as in legend at bottom of panel).
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Figure 4.43. As in Fig. 4.42, except cross-section taken along B-B’ in Fig. 4.37c.
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a.

b.

Figure 4.44. (a) Cross section taken along line A-A’ in Fig. 4.37b valid at 00 UTC 14 Jan showing PV (PVU, shaded as 
in legend at bottom of panel), non-advective PV tendency (contour interval 1 PVU day-1, solid (dashed) lines denote 
positive (negative) values), and non-advective PV flux vectors (arrows); (b) as in (a) except cross-section taken along 
B-B’ in Fig. 4.37c. 167



a.

Figure 4.45. As in Fig. 4.44 except for advective PV tendency. 

b.
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Figure 4.46. (a) QGPV (solid, contour interval 4 x 10-4 s-1) valid 00 UTC 14 Jan; (b) as in (a) except EPV (solid, contour 
interval .5 PVU, values below 1 PVU omitted). 

a. b.
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a. b.

d.c.

Figure 4.47. Inversion summary for cyclonic QGPV anomaly at 00 UTC 14 Jan: (a) cyclonic QGPV anomaly at 900 hPa (solid, contour interval 4 x 10-4 s-1); (b) geopotential 
height (solid, contour interval 400m) and geostrophic wind recovered from inversion of cyclonic QGPV anomaly; (c) cross section of QGPV and section-normal geostrophic 
wind component (m s-1, solid (dashed), positive (negative) for flow into (out of) section); (d) as in (c) except for Ertel PV and observed section-normal geostrophic wind speed. 
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Fig. 4.48. As in Fig. 4.47 except cross-section taken along line marked in panel (a)

a b

c d
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Figure 4.49.	Ratio of inverted LLJ (inverted 800-hPa winds) to total LLJ (total 800-hPa winds) (percent, shaded as 
in legend at right) and 800-hPa total flow (barbs, kt).

172
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5. Discussion, Applications, and Conclusions 

 

5.1 Discussion 

5.1.1 Scenario 3 and the continuum of UC environments 

 As explained in Chapter 2, the original S3 hypothesis was altered after the Eta 

QPF error climatology showed that few large QPF errors were associated with such 

setups (over the relatively brief time period examined). While setups similar to the S3 

schematic (Fig. 1.8) are encountered with some degree of frequency, they often transition 

into environments that more closely resemble S1. Therefore, S3 is considered to be an 

“early” scenario, and is just one example of an UC environment that does not fit neatly 

into a S1 or S2 category. Several examples of events that initially resembled the S3 

schematic were examined, and brief descriptions of two S3 events are given in the 

Appendix.  

 The simplicity of the S1 and S2 labels are also their potential limitation; very 

rarely does an UC situation look exactly like one of scenarios depicted by the simplistic 

schematics. In fact, even the case studies chosen here are not perfect representations of 

those scenario schematics; rather they were the best examples that could be found using 

the brief climatology.   

 Instead of labeling UC events definitively as S1 or S2, it is probably more 

realistic to consider a continuum of scenarios, with S1 and S2 defining the two extremes. 

Likewise, the downstream precipitation patterns also fall into a similar continuum. For 

example, the faster the UC is moving relative to the main system, and the more it 

resembles S1, then the more the downstream QPF will likely have to be reduced. 
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Conversely, the more slowly the UC is moving relative to the main system, and the more 

it resembles the S2 schematic, the more likely it is that downstream precipitation will be 

enhanced.  

However, the best way to evaluate UC cases is to focus on the physical processes 

that have been found to define the different scenarios. Doing so will likely prevent the 

problems associated with over-simplified case “labeling.” While it will take time and 

operational practice to identify how best to pinpoint where on the UC continuum a real-

time event falls, several guidelines and possibilities are discussed in the following 

sections. 

 

5.1.2 PV budget comparisons 

 The results of the Ertel PV budgets performed on the S1 and S2 case studies are 

detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. The PV budgets reveal that diabatic processes played an 

important role in both cases, and that LHR associated with deep UC produced strong 

diabatic PV anomalies that proved to be useful tracers for the systems in question. 

 The major outcome of the two PV budgets is the finding that PV tendencies align 

differently and provide different contributions to the forward motion of each type of 

system. In S1 it is believed that the combination of advective and nonadvective positive 

PV tendencies that flank the eastern edge of the diabatic PV tower can be used to explain 

the faster forward motion that characterizes this scenario. Conversely in S2, the weaker 

positive PV tendencies (both advective and nonadvective) toward the front of the system 

can explain the limitation of the speed at which the S2 system moves eastward. 
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Describing convective system motion is a complex problem and many processes 

likely play significant roles in determining overall system motion. Momentum 

redistribution in convective lines is one process that is currently unaccounted for by the 

CP schemes used in operational models. A major complication in using signatures such 

as the PV diagnostics discussed here as forecasting tools is that for S1 systems, model 

forecasts employing a CP scheme will not be able to account for the advective tendencies 

that are hypothesized to at least partially result from momentum transport. The results of 

the PV investigation performed for each case study support the idea that this process may 

be crucial to correctly representing MCS motion in numerical model forecasts.  

  

5.2 Application 

5.2.1 The nature and importance of UC system motion  

 An unexpected result of this study is that the MCS in S1 did not appear to move 

as much via propagation as was anticipated at the beginning of this investigation. As 

shown in Chapter 3, PV budget results (as well as an independent check using wind and 

radar calculations) instead show that the system motion is actually largely advective 

(though its advected motion is comparatively fast relative to S2 system motion.) 

Furthermore, as mentioned in section 3.3.2, the idea that parameterized convective 

momentum transport may be an important missing physical process is consistent with the 

finding that the system motion is likely largely advective, as lower-tropospheric 

advecting winds would be made stronger by downward momentum transport behind the 

convective line, increasing the system’s eastward movement in an advective sense. 

However, while the UC in the S1 case study shown here likely moves largely by 
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advection, it is important to note that not all S1 systems necessarily move by primarily 

advective means; indeed, several other S1 cases that were examined in real-time (not 

discussed here) do appear to possess larger propagative components in their storm 

motion.  

The distinction between whether the system was being advected by the mean flow 

and whether it was propagating was hypothesized to be of great importance at the 

beginning of this study. However, the case studies have shown that the speed at which the 

UC moves relative to the main system is of even greater importance. This is a difficult 

evaluation to make in real-time (the question of what constitutes the “main system” can 

sometimes yield a nebulous answer), thus a differentiation based on katafront/anafront 

identification may instead be more appropriate. The UC in S1 cases appears to “outrun” 

the main system, often moving into the warm sector and interrupting flow from the south, 

whereas in S2 cases the UC generally stays collocated with the surface cold front (e.g., 

Fig. 5.1). Katafronts are generally considered to have precipitation in a band along or 

ahead of the cold front, while anafronts are characterized by postfrontal cloudiness and 

precipitation (e.g., Moore and Smith 1989).  Therefore, katafronts may be helpful 

identifiers of S1 cases, and anafronts may indicate that an S2 event is in progress. Using 

the katafront vs. anafront idea to differentiate S1 cases from S2 cases is likely not 

foolproof1, but may offer a good starting point. This, and other forecast applications are 

further discussed in the following section. 

 

 
                                                 
1 For example, some fronts exhibit katafront and anafront characteristics simultaneously along different 
sections of the front. 
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5.2.2 Forecasting considerations 

 Over the course of this study, many events outside of the two major case studies 

were informally examined, with the goal of finding some delineating aspect of S1 or S2 

that could easily illustrate to forecasters how to adjust downstream QPF in the presence 

of UC. Success in doing so was complicated by two major factors.  

First, as discussed above, some UC events do not fit neatly into a particular 

“scenario”; each event is unique and no given event will perfectly match a simplistic 

schematic such as those outlined in Chapter 1. In much the same way, there is most likely 

no “magical” indicator that will always define what type of downstream QPF adjustment 

should be made; therefore, the identification and successful downstream forecasting of 

UC systems will likely require a more comprehensive examination of any given UC 

situation. 

Second, the forecast problem in UC situations is two-fold. Not only is the 

downstream QPF often erroneous, but there is no guarantee that the model forecast of the 

UC feature will be accurate either. For example, a model forecast may represent the UC 

feature as a slow-moving anafront, but if the model forecast proves to be incorrect and 

observations reveal a fast-moving, bowing, katafrontal feature, then the adjustment that 

may have been made after looking at the initial model forecast of the UC would most 

likely be quite wrong. Therefore, there is often an important nowcasting component to 

the successful forecast of an UC situation.  

 However, despite these two major hurdles, the formal case studies, in addition to 

informal real-time event investigations, did shed some light on several characteristics that 
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may be helpful in identifying and successfully forecasting many UC cases. These features 

are summarized in Table 5.1, and discussed in detail below. 

 S1 cases are often characterized by many of the same features that define an 

environment conducive to strong, organized multicellular convective systems. Moderate 

instability, significant deep-layer vertical wind shear, a strong upper-level trough, and 

strong westerly flow aloft are all common characteristics to the S1 environment. These 

signals were observed in several S1 cases that were examined in real-time over the 2004 

− 2005 cold season, as well as in the S1 case study. As discussed before, if the system 

appears to be more of the katafront variety (i.e. the UC is located toward the front of or 

ahead of the frontal feature), then it is also likely more representative of an S1 

environment. In a nowcasting sense, S1 cases can be identified by the speed at which the 

UC is moving (relative to the main system or surface front), as well as the alignment of 

the convection relative to the mean flow. A general bowing structure or bowing segments 

embedded within the line (evident in radar imagery) also offer compelling indications of 

a S1 case. 

 Conversely, S2 cases are often characterized by a lifting upper-level trough, and 

the UC may often align with the right entrance region of the jet stream associated with 

the confluent flow aloft. The magnitude of the deep-layer vertical wind shear tends to be 

weaker for S2 cases, and anafront characteristics (i.e. the UC is located just along or 

toward the rear of the surface front) may also indicate an S2 setup. Identifying a S2 case 

in a nowcasting sense is best done by monitoring the system speed (the UC should move 

slowly, especially relative to the surface front), and by tracking the speed of the LLJ and 

looking for any signs of intensification ahead of the UC. 
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 Finally, a useful NWP forecast parameter to evaluate for either scenario is the 

convective precipitation field (i.e. the precipitation produced by the CP scheme.) An 

important field to examine on a regular basis, the convective QPF is likely of particular 

importance for UC events. If a model forecast reveals that most of its QPF is produced by 

the CP scheme, then the uncertainty inherent to all CP schemes must be considered, and 

the forecast evaluated thusly (e.g. Mahoney and Lackmann 2005). As previously 

discussed, there are many limitations to the extent to which CP schemes can accurately 

simulate the effects of convection in a numerical model. CP schemes are limited in their 

physical accuracy, and it is recognized that the CP schemes may limit the physical 

accuracy of the representation of convection (e.g. Wang and Seaman 1997; Davis et al. 

2003; Houze 2004). Of particular importance to this study of course is the challenge that 

quickly-moving convective systems pose to CP schemes, as well as the possible 

implications of the lack of representation of the momentum adjustment process. 

Therefore, the use of forecasts employing CP schemes must be evaluated with 

appropriate discrimination, particularly for cases featuring UC.   

 

5.3 Conclusions 

5.3.1. Objectives 

 This study examines the effect of UC on the downstream precipitation pattern, 

amounts, and forecasts. Prompted by the interest of NWS forecasters, this study 

investigates the various processes by which the presence of UC may impact the 

downstream QPF. Forecaster experience has shown that UC often degrades the 

downstream QPF, the resulting bias frequently being one of over-prediction in the 
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downstream area. This investigation seeks to determine how the presence of UC 

physically alters the downstream environment and degrades the downstream precipitation 

forecast. The primary goals of this study are listed below, with the major finding 

concerning each goal listed in parentheses: 

(i)   identify the physical processes by which the downstream precipitation may be       

reduced or enhanced in the  presence of UC (mechanism (iii) most important 

in case studies examined here);  

(ii)  distinguish UC cases in which downstream QPF should be reduced from  

those in which it should be enhanced (katafront vs. anafront a reliable 

signal);  

(iii) understand why operational models are challenged to produce an accurate 

       downstream forecast (errors in MCS motion, diabatic LLJ alteration);  

(iv)  identify synoptic settings associated with different types of UC events (S1,  

       S2, S3 and associated characteristics from Table 5.1); 

(v)   find ways in which human forecasters may anticipate and improve upon 

erroneous model forecasts, (recognize scenario, then adjust model QPF), 

and;   

(vi)  investigate optimal model configurations for the representation of UC (high- 

        resolution, explicit convection). 

 

5.3.2 Hypotheses 

 A brief climatology of Eta model QPF error allowed several UC cases to be 

selected and examined in an informal manner. Based on these preliminary investigations, 
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as well as NWS forecaster input, the UC problem was divided into multiple scenarios, in 

which different QPF biases are hypothesized to occur. These three major scenarios are 

characterized by the orientation and movement of the UC, and each was hypothesized to 

have a different downstream QPF error implication.  

 S1 is characterized by UC that is oriented parallel to mean flow, and the 

convection propagates quickly relative to the primary system, in a direction perpendicular 

to flow (Fig. 1.6). Through possible mechanisms such as moisture removal/interception, 

stabilization of the downstream environment, or inaccurate MCS movement in the model 

forecast, these cases were observed to often show decreased downstream precipitation 

relative to the model QPF. 

 S2 features UC that is oriented parallel to mean flow as in S1, but that propagates 

slowly (or not at all) with respect to the primary system (Fig. 1.7). It is believed that a 

diabatically-enhanced low-level jet (LLJ) would act to enhance moisture transport ahead 

of such a system, and these cases were therefore hypothesized to yield increased 

downstream precipitation amounts, albeit with smaller errors (depending on model QPF 

accuracy earlier in event). 

 Finally, S3 is characterized by UC oriented perpendicular to flow, usually 

aligning with the coast and/or warm frontal features (Fig 1.8). S3 cases were 

hypothesized to show decreased downstream precipitation, possibly as a result of 

interrupted moisture transport. 

 In addition to these three scenarios, various physical processes were investigated 

for their potential role in downstream model QPF errors. The following mechanisms were 

hypothesized to play a possible role in the alteration of the downstream environment:  
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(i) Moisture consumption (removal of moisture prior to its transport into the 

downstream area) (Fig. 1.2) 

(ii) Stabilization of the downstream environment (elimination of instability in a 

way that reduces post-system convective precipitation, or leads to stable air being 

lifted synoptically with reduced ascent, as opposed to the lifting of unstable air) 

(Fig. 1.3) 

(iii) Alteration of lower-tropospheric moisture transport through interruption (S1) 

or enhancement (S2) of the LLJ (Fig. 1.4) 

(iv) Alteration of synoptic dynamics (e.g., downstream upper ridge building via 

latent heat release (LHR), reduction or elimination of synoptic forcing for forced 

ascent) (Fig. 1.5) 

While the results of this study do not unambiguously identify which process is 

most important to a particular scenario, results from the case studies discussed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 do demonstrate significant differences in the physical alteration of the 

downstream environment for each scenario, discussed below.    

 

5.3.3 Case Studies and model experiments 

 Two UC events were chosen to represent S1 and S2, respectively (a suitable S3 

event could not be found using the QPF error climatology and was thus only informally 

investigated in the Appendix.)  Each was examined from an observational and modeling 

perspective in order to gain insight on the specific processes that resulted in the 

downstream model QPF error for each respective scenario.  
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5.3.3.1 Scenario 1:  31 December 2002 – 1 January 2003 

On 31 Dec 2002, a squall line moving eastward along the coast of the Gulf of 

Mexico raced out ahead of its associated surface cold front. Operational QPF errors were 

in excess of 35 mm across western and central SC/NC/VA, resulting in a major model 

QPF false alarm.  

 This event exemplifies S1, and it was therefore hypothesized that the fast-moving 

squall line featured in this case somehow impeded precipitation from falling where it was 

forecast to do so. Reasons for the large false alarm that resulted in the operational Eta 

model forecast were explored using numerical model experiments. 

 A 4-km explicit WRF model forecast was performed on this case, and it was 

found that both its representation of the UC, as well as its downstream QPF were superior 

to any of the model runs that had been performed using a CP scheme at a lower 

resolution. Examination of low-level flow and moisture flux fields suggests that the UC 

did act to suppress moisture transport to the north of the system, thus reducing 

downstream precipitation amounts. Therefore, only the model run performed without a 

CP scheme and at a high enough resolution to resolve convective motion was able to 

significantly improve the downstream QPF. This finding suggests that CP schemes may 

inherently preclude accurate forecasts of convective system motion and the QPF of their 

associated downstream environments in some S1 situations.  

 An Ertel PV budget was also performed for this case study, and its results showed 

that the movement of the convective system in this case was likely significantly advective 

in nature, with advective positive PV tendencies dominating along the leading edge of the 

system as the system evolved in time. 
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 Because the MCS moved too slowly in model forecasts that used a CP scheme, it 

is hypothesized that the omission of a physical process such as momentum adjustment in 

CP schemes may preclude accurate forecasts of convective system motion, as a large 

advective component of the flow is likely missing if this process is not accounted for. 

This problem is beyond the scope of this study, and is instead left for future investigation. 

 The S1 case study investigation supports the hypothesis that quickly-moving UC 

can act to decrease moisture to the downstream region, and thereby reduce downstream 

precipitation amounts relative to those forecasted by numerical models that use CP 

schemes.  

 

5.3.3.2 Scenario 2: 13 −14 January 2005 

On 13 − 14 Jan 2005 a slow-moving anafront produced large amounts of 

precipitation as it passed through the middle and eastern parts of the US. With respect to 

QPF, this case was an operational Eta model “miss” for parts of the Southeast and Mid-

Atlantic regions of the US, as precipitation amounts were significantly under-forecasted 

at certain times and locations (a negative model QPF bias). As this case represented S2, it 

was hypothesized that the downstream precipitation amounts were underforecasted due to 

the inability of the operational models to properly account for the LHR that occurred in 

association with the heavy rainfall. Model inability to properly account for strong 

diabatic processes has been documented in the literature (e.g. Kuo et al. 1996; Dickinson 

et al. 1997; Lackmann et al. 2002), and it is believed that such processes were responsible 

for strengthening the pre-frontal LLJ, increasing moisture transport, and thereby 

increasing precipitation in the downstream area.  
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 PV diagnostics were used to demonstrate that the diabatic influence of the UC 

acted to enhance the LLJ and increase moisture transport. An Ertel PV budget showed 

that while large nonadvective PV tendencies were generated by the UC, the alignment 

and location of such tendencies did not act to move the system eastward, as seen in S1. A 

QGPV inversion showed that the diabatic cyclonic QGPV anomaly contributed 

significantly to the southerly LLJ preceding the convective line.    

 Therefore, S2 is an important counter-example to the notion that UC generally 

reduces downstream precipitation, as this case study demonstrates a physical process 

associated with the UC that actually acts to enhance downstream precipitation amounts. 

 

5.3.4 Forecasting implications  

 The Eta QPF error climatology, in addition to informal, real-time case 

evaluations, has led to the hypothesis that S1 cases generally occur with more frequency 

and produce larger QPF errors than do S2 cases. This is not to diminish the significance 

of S2; rather, S2 confirms that UC is not always associated positive model QPF biases, 

and that there is a physical mechanism by which UC may also enhance downstream 

precipitation. 

 For forecast applications, it is important to develop the capability to distinguish 

between cases in which downstream precipitation may be reduced, and those in which it 

may be enhanced. These are summarized in Table 5.1, and may include checking for 

katafront or anafront characteristics, evaluating the upper air pattern, and carefully 

examining the speed and motion of the UC feature. It will require future collaboration 

over an extended period with those in a real-time forecast environment to further develop 
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and fine-tune forecast tools with which to anticipate potential UC-event forecast 

adjustments.      

This study also offers an important message to the NWP modeling community. At 

a time when NWP is moving toward ensemble forecast systems, decisions must be made 

regarding how to best use available computational resources (Roebber, et al. 2004). That 

is, are high-resolution, convection-permitting forecasts the best use of computer power, 

or is a large ensemble of lower-resolution forecasts optimal? The results found here 

suggest that for UC cases such as the S1 case study, only high-resolution explicit 

forecasts will be able to realistically resolve the physical processes necessary for accurate 

downstream QPFs. While ensembles of high-resolution, convection-resolving model 

forecasts is likely the ideal solution, computational limitations dictate that such decisions 

will have to be made, at least in the near future.   

 

5.3.5 Future work 

 There are many avenues of future research that have been illuminated by this 

study. Given the S1 case study findings, the problem of the missing momentum 

adjustment process in CP schemes will be one area that will be investigated in ongoing 

research. It is hypothesized that the inclusion of this process may increase the possibility 

of an accurate forecast of a fast-moving MCS by permitting the contribution of the 

transported momentum to help propel the system forward. Such an improved forecast 

would further allow for an improved representation of the downstream environment.  

There are many other questions that have been raised by the results of the two 

case studies that future research may also examine. With respect to S1, a higher-
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resolution run using a larger domain would likely greatly improve the representation of 

the UC system and eliminate the current problems that the limited domain size represents. 

Bryan et al. (2003) suggests using 1-km grid spacing or smaller; such simulations in the 

future are expected to improve even further upon the representation of the movement of 

the UC systems. To further improve upon the S1 investigation, performing a PV budget 

on a higher-resolution, more accurate model run would also be instructive (as excessive 

noise in such fields precluded that from being possible here.)  

To further investigate S2, performing an Ertel PV inversion would eliminate the 

loss of accuracy that results from the use of QGPV, and would more accurately reveal the 

contribution of the diabatic PV feature on the LLJ and downstream moisture transport.  

Finally, continued collaboration with operational forecasters in real-time forecast 

situations will be necessary in order to further improve forecasts of these events. With 

time, it is expected that useful tools and applications will be developed that will improve 

forecaster anticipation of erroneous operational model precipitation forecasts, as well as 

the ability to improve upon them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



a. b.

c. d.

Figure 5.1. (a) EDAS sea level pressure (solid, contour interval 2 hPa) and radar mosaic imagery valid 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002; (b) as in (a) 
except valid 00 UTC 01 Jan 2003; (c) as in (a) except valid 00 UTC 14 Jan 2005; (d) as in (a) except valid 12 UTC 14 Jan 2005.

S1: 12 UTC 31 Dec 2002

S2: 00 UTC 14 Jan 2005 S2: 12 UTC 14 Jan 2005

S1: 00 UTC 01 Jan 2003188



Table 5.1 Environmental characteristics common to S1 and S2 events
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Appendix: Scenario 3 examples 

Several examples of events that initially resembled the S3 schematic were 

examined. One such event occurred on 27 – 28 March 2005. Figure A1 shows the 

evolution of the S3 coast-parallel warm-frontal convection as it transitions into a strong 

pre-cold-frontal squall line, eventually reflecting more of a S1 setup. The east-west- 

oriented UC (Fig. A1a) takes on more of a north-south orientation as the surface cold 

front further develops to the south of the original warm front (Fig. A1c), becoming more 

parallel than perpendicular to the low-level flow in time. Figure A2 shows the operational 

Eta 30-h QPF for this event and Fig. A3 shows the NPVU precipitation analysis. 

Comparing these two figures shows an Eta model QPF false alarm over NC and VA of 

more than half of an inch in some areas. Therefore, this S3/S1 hybrid event begins with a 

strong S3 signature and ends with a strong S1 signature, revealing limited downstream 

precipitation as was suggested in the original S3 hypothesis.  

 Another S3 example occurred on 12 – 13 March 2001. Again, the system initially 

looked like a S3 event, starting out with coast-parallel warm-frontal convection along the 

northern Gulf coast, but evolving in time into a more N-S oriented squall line, moving 

quickly eastward. Figure A4 shows the evolution of this event using radar imagery, from 

which the transition from S3 to S1 is evident. Also similar to the above case, a QPF false 

alarm in the downstream area over NC and VA occurred, as shown in Figs. A5 and A6. 

Given what little that has been observed about S3 cases (or cases that initially 

resemble S3), these events appear to pose a different sort of a problem, with a separate 

host of challenges and potential research questions. Some S3 cases may evolve into 

something more closely resembling S1 or S2, while others may remain S3 but may not 
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necessarily pose a significant threat to the downstream model QPF. While the QPF bias 

for cases resembling S3 may often be similar to that of an S1 case, the mechanism by 

which the over-prediction occurs is likely quite different. While S1 and S2 almost always 

feature UC that is either aligned with a cold front or located in the warm sector of a 

surface cyclone, S3 cases seem to be primarily warm-frontal “precursor” types of events. 

Furthermore, in most S1 and S2 events, the UC is largely surface-based, whereas 

convection north of the warm front (as in S3) is largely of the elevated variety.  

In S1, the nature of the problem is a model inability to propagate convection 

quickly enough for some fast-moving systems. For S3, it is likely more of a model 

inability to represent elevated convection and the flow around such a feature. For warm 

frontal convection, the models are challenged to not only represent the initial moisture 

field accurately, but to also represent the process of layer-lifting, accurately transition 

from the CP scheme to the explicit precipitation physics, as well as be able resolve 

elevated convection. Such challenges are difficult to overcome, particularly using current 

operational NWP models, and therefore closer investigation of this S3 problem is left for 

future study.   

 

 



a.

c.

Figure A1. (a) RUC sea level pressure (solid, contour 
interval 2 hPa) and radar mosaic imagery valid 12 UTC 27 
March 2005; (b) as in (a) except valid 15 UTC 27 March 
2005; (c) as in (a) except valid 18 UTC 27 March 2005.  

b.
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Figure A2. Operational Eta model 6-h total precipitation forecast ending 18 UTC 27 March 
2005 (solid contours).
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Figure A3. 6-h precipitation estimate from the National Precipitation Verification 
Unit (NPVU) online archive valid for 6-h period ending 18 UTC 27 March 2005 
(in, shaded as in legend at left of panel). 
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b.a.

Figure A4. (a) Radar mosaic imagery valid 12 UTC 12 March 2001; (b) as in (a) except valid 18 UTC 12 March 
2001; (c) as in (b) except valid 00 UTC 13 March 2001; (d) as in (a) except valid 06 UTC 13 March 2001. 

c. d.
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Figure A5. Operational Eta model 6-h total precipitation forecast ending 06 UTC 13 
March 2001 (in, shaded as in legend at right of panel). 
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Figure A6. 6-h precipitation estimate from the National Precipitation Verification Unit 
(NPVU) online archive valid for 6-h period ending 06 UTC 13 March 2001 (in, shaded as in 
legend at left of panel). 
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